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All U.S.A. Norwich Terriers are indebted to Percy Roberts, noted agent, handler, and judge, for the role he played in our breed’s establishment. Commissioned in 1935 by Mr. Bixby, secretary of the A.K.C., to purchase a bitch in whelp, he instead returned from his mission to England with a pair of three month old puppies. The bitch, aptly called MERRY OF BEAUFIN, proved to be an exceptional Norwich ambassador, the first American Champion and producer, whose descendants are still at the forefront of our breed today - this year’s specialty show winner being from her extended family.
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In the days when AKC officers were active breeders and exhibitors, Mr. Bixby founded and was first secretary of the Norwich Terrier Club.

ON COATS BY HENRY D. BIXBY

The real Norwich terrier coat, hard and wiry, but lying close to the body, as it does, sheds dirt easily, I believe that the proper coat is one of the first things for our consideration, as is also size.

The Norwich undoubtedly is, primarily, a hunt terrier, but I believe he has a bright future as a house pet as well. Probably, due to years of selection as a working dog, he is, as a breed, remarkably free from nerves. This is a very noticeable at shows at which most terriers are inclined to be noisy.

Soft coats seem to be in the majority at shows, contrary to standard requirements. This fault is very bad, for the individuality of our breed depends on his flat, harsh coat.

The matter of coat also is something the standard is definite about and rightly so. It says, “Coat as hard and wiry as possible, but lies much closer to the body than a cairn’s and is absolutely straight. It is longer and rougher on the neck and shoulders in winter (in full coat) forming almost a mane. Hair on head, ears and muzzle, except slight eyebrows and slight whisker is absolutely short and smooth.”

It seems to me that the standard describes a definitely different type of coat than a cairn.

Under “disqualifications,” the standard states that trimming is not desirable and should be penalized, which I take mean that the natural coat is wanted and that it should be tighter and closer than a cairn’s coat.

More than that, is the standard calls for “slight whisker” and “slight eyebrows” and short hair in head, ears and muzzie, while penalizing trimming, then how is this to be had unless the body coat is very hard, close and tight to the body? The border terrier has more the type of coat wanted than any other breed I know.

There is no question that you can get the coat too flat, but from what I have seen most of the dogs have the opposite trouble—that of too stand-offish coat. If you are not going to trim, the correct type of coat is very important indeed. Size and type of coat are far more important just now than type of ears, straightness of front, or other things that may be important later.
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RECOGNITION

In the beginning non-trim coats were in the majority and Norwich were naturally varmity, prolific, and free from distemper and canine hysteria.

On the eve of Norfolk Terrier recognition, PEDIGREES PLUS shows the gradual development from interbreeding ear types to separation. It also illustrates the physical changes from working terrier to show dog that have rapidly taken place by line and in-breeding.

If we measure success by ring recognition, both Norwich and Norfolk have won many Groups and now Best in Show awards on both sides of the Atlantic.

Alas, there are also warning signs. Fading puppies, difficult whelping, indifferent studs, swimmers and other physical handicaps are on the increase. Are breeders really trying to produce small game hard-coated terriers with the stamina to follow a horse all day?

It is time to remember our breed’s working terrier heritage which eschews the barber’s art by being correctly clad by nature.

There is much to accomplish in the next decade and the spirit of hope is strong. Norfolk breeders are forming their own association to preserve the dual attributes of the breed. For information: Mrs. Everett Anderson, Pequotsepos Road, Mystic, Conn. 06355.

FIRST BREED STANDARD - 1932

HEAD. - Muzzle “foxy” and yet strong; length about one-third less than a measurement from the occiput to the bottom of the stop, which should be a good one and well defined. Skull wide, slightly rounded, with good width between eyes and between ears. Ears, if erect, slightly larger than a Carin’s: if dropped, very neat and small, and correctly dropped.

EYES. - Very dark, bright and keen. Full of expression.

TEETH. - Strong, rather large; closely fitting.

JAW. - Clean, strong; tight tipped.

NECK. - Short and strong; well set and on clean shoulders.

BACK. - Short to medium; loin very strong; ribs well sprung.

LEGS. - Short, powerful, straight if possible, with sound bone, feet round; thick pads.

QUARTERS. - Strong, with great power of propulsion.

TAIL. - Medium docked, carriage not excessively gay.

WEIGHT. - 10-14 lbs. being the ideal.

HEIGHT. - 10-12 inches at withers (not to exceed)

COLOUR OF COAT. - Red-black and tan, grizzle and tan, being admitted; white on throat or chest being allowed. Coat is as hard and wiry as possible, but lies much closer to the body than a Cairn’s, and is absolutely straight. It is longer and rougher on the neck and shoulders, in winter forming almost a mane. Hair-on the head, ears and muzzle, except slight eyebrows and slight whisker, is absolutely short and smooth.

GENERAL APPEARANCE. - A small, low, keen dog; tremendously active. A perfect demon, yet not quarrelsome, and of a lovable disposition, and with a very hardy constitution.

FAULTS. - Long, weak back, a mouth badly over or under shot; full eye; soft expression.

DISQUALIFICATIONS. - Yellow eyes, soft coat or wavy, or curly or silky; a long narrow head; square muzzle. Trimming is not desirable, and should be penalized, rather than encouraged. Honourable scars from fair wear and tear shall not count against.
By Jane Buckland

At the beginning of this century, Mr. Jack Cooke, Master of the Norwich Staghounds, owned a short-legged, sandy, crop-eared working terrier called Rags, who can be said to have been the progenitor of the modern Norwich terrier.

The breed's history started in the 1880's with Cambridge dealer, "Doggy" Lawrence, who sold small red, or black and tan, Irish-Yorkshire crossbred terriers to undergraduates. A contemporary, Mr. Jodrell Hopkins, had a livery stables in Trumpington Street, Cambridge, and owned a brindle terrier bitch which somewhat resembled a smooth Aberdeen. This bitch was mated to one of Lawrence's red dogs and two of the resultant puppies played an important part in the history of the Norwich. One, a bitch called Nell, Mr. Hopkins kept as the foundation of his own strain of Trumpington terriers and the other, a dog called Rags, was given to Mr. Jack Cooke.

The new whipper-in to the Norwich Staghounds was an Irishman called Frank Jones, who brought with him two little prick-eared terriers, probably of Glen of Imaal breeding. These, together with Tinker, a brindle bitch he brought from Mr. Hopkins, were mated to Rags and were the foundation of the famous "Jones terriers". Later, Frank Jones moved to Market Harborough as rough-rider to a horse dealer called J.H. Stokes who had several Trumpington terriers, and once again the Jones-Trumpington lines were crossed.

Another contemporary, Mr. Lewis Low, of Norwich, owned a Dandie Dinmont-smooth fox terrier cross-bred bitch which he also mated to Rags to found yet another strain. All these "fathers of the breed" were working towards the same end; to produce a strain of small, red, ratting terriers which were game to fox and badger, and were equally suitable as household pets. Rags, described as "the hardest terrier you could wish for," must also have been an extremely dominant sire, stamping his gameness and type upon his progeny despite the variety of their cross-bred dams. "Rough-rider" Jones bought in all suitable puppies, sold them to hunting people from all over the world and gained an international reputation for the "Jones terriers."

Mr. R.J. Read, of Hatton Hall, Norwich, who became the first President of the Norwich Terrier Club, bought a red bitch sired by Rags from Mr. Low in 1909. This was the start of his strain, but, returning after the First World War, he found himself left with two oldish bitches. He mated one to a blue Bedlington, to improve drive, but found the cross detrimental to the coats. He then tried crosses to Staffordshire bull terrier, small Irish terrier, and finally back to Mr. Cooke's strain. Eventually, in 1929, Mr. Read bred Horstead Mick, a dog which figures in the pedigrees of many of today's winners. Thus the Jones terriers, the Trumpington terriers, Mr. Cooke's, Mr. Low's and Mr. Read's strains all combined to produce the Norwich terrier which was recognized by the Kennel Club in 1932.

Farndon Randolph, whelped in 1948, was the first international champion in the breed and was bred by Mr. W.E. West of East Farndon, Market Harborough. The Farndon dogs were noted for their working abilities, many holding working certificates, and Mr. West's first bitch came from Frank Jones.

Mrs. P. Fagan, of Redhill, Surrey is another early breeder whose dogs came from the Jones terriers and her stock had a strong influence on the breed before and after the last war. Mrs. E.H. Hardy, of Winscombe, Somerset, has a good working strain and her Quartzhill prefix has been consistently successful in the show ring.

Also in Somerset, at Washford, Miss D.E. Tucker, of the Allercombe prefix, has bred five champions since 1946. A brace of her breeding, Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Have a Go and Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Task, were the foundation of Miss M. Vaughan and Mrs. C. Fisher's famous Whinlatter kennel at Tempshord, Bedfordshire. This leading kennel has made up to 17 champions in 11 years.

The standard allows either erect or dropped ears and several breeders concentrate upon the latter. They owe much to Mr. V. Page, of Beccles, Suffolk, whose Elel Spruce and Ch. Waveney Alder have had a great influence on this variety. The President of the Norwich Terrier Club, Miss M.M.S. Macfie, has bred the drop-ears since the early '30's. Her dogs are consistent winners and her Colonsay kennel, at Steyning, in Sussex, is equally famous for the Dalmatians which bear her prefix. Mrs. E. O'Hanlon, of West Runton, Norfolk, is a comparative newcomer to the breed, but her Gotoground kennel has been outstandingly successful during the past few years.

The Norwich is a strong, compact little terrier of good substance and bone, and stands between 10 and 12 in. at the shoulder. The coat is hard and straight, lying close to the body, but longer on the neck and shoulder. The colours allowed are red, including wheaten red, and black and tan or brindle. Provided modern breeders concentrate on temperament, and continue to avoid the show fads of exaggeration and fancy trimming, then the Norwich should become increasingly popular with those who like a game, good-humored and intelligent little dog.
DECEMBER 1934 - ENGLAND

THE "BOXTED" KENNEL

Mrs. Guy Blewitt, Pond House, Boxted, Colchester, is the owner of TOBIT, a big winner and sire of winners, which is at stud and an unfailing stockgetter of the best type of puppy. Tobit and his offspring won seven prizes in three classes at Richmond this year, also four out of five challenge cups. He holds M.F.H. Certificate for Badger, and is as good a worker as he looks. Hard, rich red coat, straight, strong bone; weight 12 lbs. Fee 3 gns.

Puppies usually for sale. Inspection invited. The "Boxted" Norwich Terriers live an ideal, healthy country life, and are workers by nature from puppyhood. They combine all the best strains of blood and are not inbred. They have been very successful in the ring whenever shown. Telephone: Boxted 2.

THE "FARDON" KENNEL

The old original breed of "prick-eared" Norwich Terriers, the property of Mr. W.E. West, "Grey Walls," East Fardon, Market Harborough, Leicestershire. The photograph shows four lovely bitches, all of the real old type, a study in beautiful ears and true Norwich Terrier expression. All are workers, and go to ground down a six-inch drain!

At stud, FARNDON RED DOG, prick-eared, all red. Fee 5 gns. Entered to Fox. This kennel has been breeding this type for over 26 years.

THE "NEACHLEY" KENNEL

From Neachley, nr. Shifnal, Shropshire, have come many of the most typical specimens of this hard-bitten breed. Chief among these is NEACHLEY RUSTY, the dam of many winners, and as true a type of terrier as one could wish to see. Her son, NEACHLEY RED REYNARD, is next to her in the photograph, and is standing at stud at, a very low fee for one of his undoubted quality.

Mrs. Gell has aimed consistently at breeding the short-backed, straight-fronted type, with real terrier character and intelligence, and none but the hardest, reddest coats are to be found in her kennels.

Two puppies have recently been selected to go to America, and so eagerly sought after are puppies from this well-known kennel that there are seldom enough to go round.
THE "HORSTEAD" KENNEL

This famous kennel, the property of Mr. R.J. Read, at Horstead, nr. Norwich, has been in existence for nearly thirty years. HORSTEAD MICK, whose photograph appears at left, is a stud dog who has had enormous influence on the breed, having sired such stock as Airman's Storm, Neachley Toffee, and Horstead Nipper, besides many others. His stud fee is 3gns. to approved bitches only. The "Horstead" Kennel conserves the old orginal prick-eared type; they are quick, small, game, and hard. In short, what is hard to find, the real Norwich Terrier.

THE "BEAUFIN" KENNEL

The property of Mrs. Mainwaring, Oaklands, Rugeley, Staffs. BIFFIN is well known as a show and stud dog, being the winner of many prizes, including Cruft's 1933, and the Kensington Canine Association's Ch. Show in April, 1934, where he was the best Norwich Terrier on each occasion.

THE "AIRMAN" KENNEL

The property of Mrs. D. N. Rodwell, Many Windows, Aldham, Colchester (Founder and Hon. Sec. of the Club). This kennel is famous for having dogs of perfect ear-carriage, whether dropped or pricked, though the latter have pride of place. BETTY won a second and third at Richmond Ch. Show this year, and SAM was the best Norwich Terrier, winning the Open class and two Ch. Cups. Other famous winners are Storm, best bitch at Richmond in 1932 and 1933; Tempest, winner at Richmond in 1932 of bet Red Dog and best Puppy, and in 1933 best Norwich Terrier, besides other wins; Horstead Nipper, a new acquisition in partnership with Mr. R.J. Read, is full younger brother to Storm. All these three are prick-eared. Tempest, Sam, and Nipper are at stud at 3 gns. each. The "Airman" Kennel has the unique record of having won the best of sex at Richmond Ch. Show three years in succession under three different judges and in 1933 best in show.
CERTIFIED WORKING TERRIERS OF THE PAST & FIRST PRICK-EAR CHAMPION

CH. FARNDON RED DOG, M.F.H.* whelped in 1933 by Toodleums x Too Fresh was bred and owned by W.E. West and won the dog C.C. at Crufts in 1936 the day after going to earth on fox with the Pytchley Pack. He was the first prick ear dog champion in the breed. A direct descendant of "Roughrider" Jones' terriers, a prolific sire, his influence is still rife on both ear types. Seven of his get were shown at Westminster in '38 and he was the gr. sire of U.S.A.'s first dog and bitch P.E. champions Rachel and Victor owned by the present still active breeder Mrs. A.C. Randolph, Upperville, Va. Red Dog carried the black and tan gene and drop ears of this color are his descendants.

*Certificate of Gameness from Master of Fox Hounds

LETTER FROM MRS. WEST TO MRS. RODWELL, N.T.C. SECRETARY - 1934

"On Saturday last Dec. 1, the Pytchley Hounds met at Clipston-near here-and when the Missus and Monica came home from hunting, they said hounds had marked a fox to ground in a small land drain not far away and had left him. I at once sent my groom back with Monica (Monica, I may say is Mr. and Mrs. West's most charming little daughter and a pal of mine. DNR) to securely stop him in for the night. Next morning, Sunday, we set off with a part of the pack to try to get some of the younger ones entered (a nice day for the job it was, teeming with rain and had done so all night). When we arrived there we found the fox had nearly gnawed through the stakes during the night which stopped him in. I had learned from an old farm hand who laid the drain 50 years ago, that it was a straight one and so I decided to put my old dog Toodleum in first on a line so I could get him out for the others to have a go. He met him almost immediately and I had a job getting him out without breaking the line. I next put Red Dog to him who has had some experience, but this time he fairly surprised himself. He was bursting to get in and after he disappeared all was silent for some minutes, then suddenly there was a tremendous scrap on, but a very long way off. I knew he couldn't stay in all day as he only just fitted the drain and couldn't turn, so that he would be bound to come out for air. After we got him out we put several of the bitches to the fox who all did remarkably well. I had hoped to put the puppies to him, but it was such a small drain and came to a dead end and was running with water that I decided not to risk them on their first effort although they were keen to have a go."

"We afterwards put Red Dog in again on a thin line (binder twine) and I could feel and hear him battling with the "varmint" and he showed very visible signs of it on his return. How far do you think he went into the pitch black drain and then tackled his foe? You couldn't guess. Of course, it is no record for hunt terriers but for our breed, I think it is. We measured it afterwards and found that it was 31 yards (95 feet) and that Red Dog had traveled up this wet, pitchblack drain and tackled at the end of it. I have spoken to several hunting people since and they all think it a very creditable performance. I was sorry not to be able to take you Nick O'Teen but last Saturday he interfered with Red Dog's harem and paid the penalty. It is only today, the 5th, that he is able to get about at all."
**NEACHLEY ORANGE** by Ch. Farndon Red Dog, M.F.H. x Judy, a brother of Neachley Sovereign. He is an ancestor of Upland Springs foundation bitch.

**RUFUS THE RED KNIGHT** sire of Colonsay Kola found in pedigree of Bethway’s founding dam, Ch. Colonsay Kelly’s Eye and as sire of Jericho Topper, M.F.H. an ancestor of Ch. Jericho Pickle and Int. Ch. Dyaaba Foxtrot

**CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN**, May ’32, bred by Hon. Mrs. Hoare, his sire Kien the result of father-daughter breeding. His second owner weighted his ears to make him a drop but he sired both types, was the first breed champion, and sired the first American Ch. Merry of Beaufin. His prick-ear son, RED PEPPER, bred by Mrs. Gell was used by West of Farndon strain, sired first U.S.A. prick-ear champion and was imported in ’39. His line-bred descendant, Wychdale Napoleon was a post war stud force.

![Neachley Orange-Rufus the Red Knight-Biffin of Beaufin](image)

**RED PEPPER '34**

**NEACHLEY RUSTY** - a short compact little bitch with a dense harsh fox-red coat, dead game and willing to tackle anything at any time.

**NEACHLEY BRACKEN** - slightly larger, full of terrier character with prick ears, a real pin wire coat of the true fox-red, a lovely mover, and a brood bitch of the highest class.

**RED PEPPER** - immediately takes the eye as one that is sure to leave his mark on the breed being short and compact with prick ears, a dark eye, and the hardest of red coats. Red Pepper is the father of the first American prick ear Champion Rachel.
Judging by the reproduction of QUARTZHILL RAMPION, Mrs. Hardy is the fortunate possessor of the ideal type of these game, keen little terriers, which are so rapidly growing in favour on account of their toughness, adaptability and gameness without pugnacity, making them just what is wanted for the house, as children's pets, and as vermin dogs. These terriers were bred originally and used as earth terriers, and have been kept in hunting circles since the 'eighties. Mrs. Hardy is anxious to keep pure the strain which she derived from Mr. West's famous kennel, and is out to keep them as small as possible and low to the ground, thus maintaining essential characteristics. Quartzhill Rampion is the ideal as regards size, and yet has a grand body, plenty of bone and substance, and a head which is a true index of his breed; while in harshness he is A1. Boid and fearless, he weighs no more than 11 lb and is now at stud. Also at stud is another prick-eared dog, WYCHDALE NIGEL, a dog that is siring outstanding puppies of great character and full of promise. Mrs. Hardy has had a great demand for Norwich Terrier puppies through the year, and two were sent to India, where they arrived safely, and they are the first to be imported there. Owners of the dogs she has sold have written appreciatively of the most charming dog they have ever owned, and said: "The easiest dog to train I have ever had; game tough, most obedient, instrumental in killing many rabbits, and very good with a gun." Those who wish to become better acquainted with the Norwich Terrier, or to become the owner of one, should get into communication with Mrs. Hardy.

"Our Dogs" Christmas 1940

**Sire:**

CH. PONTO THE SAGACIOUS DOG

BARKIS

CH. MISS MANETTE

TAITY COBAM

SMUDGE

PEGGOTY

**Dam:**

TROUBLESONE TRIXIE

TINY TIM OF BIFFIN

CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUTIN

PINCUS

LITTLE JANE

HORSTEAD MICK

PHLE强大的
Bigger Banger's dam, Sarah Gamp, is a litter sister of his grand-sire, Rogue Riderhood. His two grand-dams, Miss Manette and Tatty Coram are littermates and this pair are also his great grand-dams. Miss Manette was the first pricked ear champion and her sire, Smudge was the first show winner after breed recognition.
Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillus (7-5-52) won CC at Crufts in '57. One of the breed's all time producers with seven titled Whinlatter get, six being her double descendants. In June '55 she whelped Ch. Cob by Ch. Sandalbeck Lancer. Six months later, bred to her nephew Ch. Whinlatter Tryd, she produced Eng. Am. Ch. Clippa and Canada's first breed champion, Cinda. In '57 bred to son Cob, she produced an outstanding bitch, Ch. Whinlatter Coral and in July '58 she whelped the immortal Ch. Whinlatter Charade sired by her grandson Int. Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Hiker. Charade went on to sire a breed record of 17 champions. His first public appearance was on television which started a breed fan club. In '61 Cracker had an Eng. champion son, Cain, and a Swiss champion daughter sired by son, Ch. Charade. This breeding was repeated in '61 and produced showgirl Ch. Cider.
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB, J.W.

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB, J.W., (Dog)
Breeders: Mr. & Mrs. C.S. Hammersley Owners: Mrs. G. Marke and Mrs. M. Bunting
Born: August 1st, 1961

Sire:
Ch. Whinlatter Charade, J.W.
{ Int. Ch. Whinlatter Alleroome Hiker
  Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillus, C.C.

Ch. Whinlatter Cob
Alleroome Hot Potato
Ch. Bigger Banger
Marygold of Eldonbrae
Charing Cross Baccio
Ch. Whinlatter Coral

Ch. Whinlatter Casecy

Ch. Whinlatter Coral
Int. Ch. Whinlatter Alleroome Hiker
Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillus, C.C.

Dam:
Whinlatter Candle
{ Ch. Whinlatter Charity

When we first saw him we were enchanted. A lovely square, heavy boned, good coated puppy with a short back which was also rare at that time, a truly lovely Norwich head and beautiful dark eyes giving him the true Norwich expression. Of course, we bought him, and were equally enchanted with his name, Interfields Half-a-Bob., known, inevitably from that day to the day of his death as “Tanner”. His sire Ch. Whinlatter Charade, was only a young man of 3 years old himself at that time and was only just beginning to make his name as the most successful sire the breed has ever known.

Tanner was such an easy dog to live with, always ready to go anywhere, where ever you wanted to take him, be it a show, a country walk or a wander around a town centre with a puppy in training harnessed to him. He had a good show career, gaining his title when he was 2½ years old, three highlights of that career being when he won Best of Show at the Club Championship in 1964, when he was placed third in the terrier group at the Southern Counties show in 1963 and again in 1964 when he and his daughter Ch. Ragus Golden Slippers won both CC’s at Crufts.

But it was as a sire that he was to make his real mark. He never did come within hailing distance of his father’s great record as the sire of 17 champions, although he did father 7 himself, but one has only to look at the pedigrees of today’s winners to see his real impact, as there are few of any consequence where his name does not appear several times. He was the grandsire of Ch. Ragus Golden Chip, the sire of Ch. Jericho Gold Sovereign and Ch. Jericho Gold Crest, in the same litter. His daughter Ragus Two Penny is Ch. Thrumpton Lord Redwood’s grand dam and he was also grandsire of three brood bitches, Foxybrook Egg Flip, Foxybrook Elite and Little Princess of Thrumpton who have given wonderful results to their kennels by producing such champions as Ragus Fair Dinkum, Ragus False Colours, Ragus Lothario, Thrumptons Lady Rebecca and Thrumptons Lord Rickie. He appears five times in the pedigree of Int. Ch. Waleric Strongbow and 3 times in the pedigree of Ch. Culswood Bergrange Penny Wise and so it goes on. Any stabilization of breed type there has been in the last decade has been more because of his influence than for any other reason.
A daughter of Jericho Red Mischief and Ch. Jericho Hill Vixen, Pickle is descended on her sire's side through both his sire dam to my first Norwich terrier, Neachley Tan, some five or six generations back, and is great grand-daughter on one side and a grand-daughter to Am. Ch. Farndon Romeo. I attribute the lovely rich red harsh coat which needs the minimum of tidying and for which my kennel is known, to Romeo. Pickle has passed this lovely coat to most of her descendants.

Pickle was one of a litter of six; two of her brothers did well. Piper became a Dutch champion and started the breed in Holland and Dean and Louise Bedford bought Poacher and used him in their Pemberton Kennel.

Pickle was a wonderful brood bitch, an easy whelping, and wonderful mother. There appear to be four main lines of descendants. The first litter was by Ch. Jericho Whinlatter hemp of four puppies and I remember Tom Gately calling to see me and trying to buy one of them called Pixie, but I wanted to keep her so he took Portia back to the Longways kennel with him, and she won her title and went on to be Best of Breed at Westminster in 1967. Another sister, Parsley, won two CC's, but when she was mated to Rogue, a grandson of Pickle's, produced Ch. Jericho Tuppeny who became the foundation bitch for Mrs. Thacker's Daffran Kennel and was the mother of In. Ch. Daffran Darkie Octem, and also of Ch. Jericho Daffran Penny Farthing, the dam of Int. Ch. Thrumpton's Penny Red, a stud force in Sweden; Penny Farthing's brother Jericho Treble Chance is the grandchild of Int. Ch. Whinlatter Clockwork and his sister, Ch. Whinlatter Clockwise. Pickle's second line of descendants is from the mating to Ch. Jericho Gay Rascal and from this union there were four puppies of which the two brothers, Jericho Ringleader, owned by Mrs. Randolph's Oakley kennel and my stud dog Jericho Rogue, were the best. The mating of Rogue to Ch. Jericho Gingernut produced in the resultant litter Ch. Jericho Golden Honey, the foundation bitch for Mrs. Cemlyn-Jones's Hoylebank kennel. What a wonderful foundation bitch she has been. There were six puppies in her first litter only one of which was a bitch but what a lovely one she turned out to be, Ch. Hoylebank Honey Bear became the first Norwich in England to be placed Best Opposite Sex in Show at a championship show, and is now the dam of Ch. Hoylebank Bos'n, the sire of two sensational sons who made their debut last October each winning their classes and one going to Reserve CC.

The third line of Pickle's came from a special request by Betty Fell who was staying with us that she (Pickle, I mean) should be mated to Jericho Thrupence of Badgewood and this proved to be an excellent choice, two of the litter having done well. Badgewood Penny A Pickle belonging to the Fells, bred them some good puppies, including Ch. Badgewood Braken and Daffran Jericho Patti bought by Mrs. Thacker proved to be a prolific and easy whelp, she is the dam of Ch. Daffran Rufus and granddam through Rufus of Ch. Ragus Garrick (now in Sweden), a youngster who swept through to his title in very quick time last year; he too has the rich red harsh coat.

The fourth line is from the union with Allercombe Tin Tack and then through their daughter Peppercorn, the granddam of Ch. Colycroft Russet Fern, the Best of Breed at Crufts in 1972.

I have kept a line from Pickle through her daughter Pixie and grand-daughter Ch. Jericho Posy. A daughter of Posy's called Pure Magic and son, Prophecy, are both Swedish and Nordic champions. Another daughter, Pink Gin, became a champion in Holland and a grand-daughter is Am. Ch. Jericho Pop Star. My senior stud dog, Pure Red, is a son of hers and his son Gee Whiz is junior stud dog, and I have another daughter called Happy who was much admired by Constance Larrabee when she was over here last year.

When Pickle was seven years old a friend of mine had lost her old Sealyham and was feeling very bereft so I agreed to let her have Pickle on the understanding that if she did not settle she should be returned to me at once. About ten days later I had a telephone call and my friend said "I think Pickle has settled. She sleeps in a chair beside my bed and in the morning when I go and have my bath and return, I find her in my bed with her head on the pillow and her eyes tight closed".

Sheila Monckton
CH. JERICHO PICKLE

RECKLAW ZORA  
(Grand-daughter)  
Out of  
Goldflake

JERICHO LUCKY  
(Great Grand-daughter)  
(Daughter of Zora)

CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN  
(Mother)

CH. JERICHO PICKLE  
(Daughter)  
Sister to Goldflake  
Who is Dam of Zora

CH. JERICHO PICKLE (Bitch)  
Breeder and Owner: Mrs. S. Monckton.  Born: January 20, 1958

Sire:  
Jericho Red  
Mischief

Dyraaba Spitfire

Allercombe Roberta

Am. Ch. Farndon Romeo  
Jerico Trudy

Quartzhill Sweet Basil

Quartzhill Cornflower

Pax of the Briars

Veronica

Wychdale Nigel

Quartzhill Sniff

Dam:  
Ch.  
Jericho  
Hill Vixen

Am. Ch. Farndon Romeo

Quartzhill Slipper
CH. FARNDON RANDOLPH - DECEASED
CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON - DECEASED

Sire:

PAX OF THE BRIARS

VICTRIX

Dam:

VERONICA

WYCHDALE NIMROD

WYCHDALE IMOTAD

WYCHDALE NORA

QUAITHILL RAMPION

SOUTHMORE BANTAM

VIXiana

ENG. AM CH. FARNDON RANDOLPH (1948-1964)

The all-time U.S.A. record producer of 19 breed champions and first of breed to place in Terrier Groups. Photographed in his eleventh year, he hails from the certified fox bolters and raters around Market Harborough. “Roughrider” Jones bred his ancestors. He died, the beloved pet of the Dean Bedfords at the age of fourteen years.

CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON (1946-1952)

The cornerstone and first Norwich champion at Pemberton was a dual C.C. winner and proven sire before he left England’s Quartzhill kennels.

Nap was the result of an uncle-niece union and had ancestors of mixed ear carriage. He was line-bred to both Ch. Biffin of Beaufin and Ch. Farndon Red Dog with crosses to Smudge and Babbling Binks.

Endowed with a harsh grizzle coat, a fearless temperament, and the ability to sire black backs, he passed this trait to his two famous sons: Eng. Am. Ch. Quartzhill Hemlock and Ch. Upland Spring Demon.

Napoleon’s breed influence was unique and lasting. His invincible Upland Spring Brace, Ch. Connemare and Ch. Demon, topped specialty shows and Terrier Group Braces at New York, Chicago, and Boston. Then in the late 50’s his American-bred grandson, Charing Cross Baccio, joined the Whinlatter Kennel when his embassy manners were found wanting. At Whinlatter, the C line get all shared Napoleon as a common ancestor and he proved a productive cross for Cracker, Cob, and Charade offspring. Among his champion get was the first black and tan champion and the Culswood foundation dam, Cariad.

It is sad to report Pemberton did not benefit from this great dog but King’s Prevention, through Ch. Hardy Bear, has sprinkled his American descendants across the states.
THE LATE MR. & MRS. DEAN BEDFORD WITH BILL SYKES' KIN

"NANNY" (CH. QUARTZHILL ANEMONE) AND HER LITTER BY CH. FARNDON RANDOLPH - WINNING WESTMINSTER TEAM 1952

Steeped in the sporting tradition, this devoted family pair shared a life-long love of horses, dogs, and children. They were both Masters of Fox Hounds and Beagles, and established the United States Pony Club, a national educational organization for young horse lovers. "Jones" owners since marriage, they founded the Pemberton Norwich on superb imports. Helpful, generous, modest, and sporting, they handled their own dogs when ever possible and encourages new breeders with friendly advice and reasonable stud fees. Louise Bedford was the only American to award Challenge Certificates to Norwich and she did so twice, including Crufts.
Ch. Upland Spring Magpie (Ch. Upland Spring Jock x Pink Lady) was bred by Mrs. Howe Low and became the foundation bitch of King’s Prevention Kennels. Bred eleven times to eight different studs, she produced 27 puppies of which two dogs and eight bitches were champions.

“Ch. Upland Spring Magpie, in the ever-changing world of shows, people and puppies, was the rock of King’s Prevention. Shortly before her death, she led a parade of forty progeny representing four generations at the 1971 match. The foundation stock of eleven established Norwich lines are descended from this sturdy bitch. Through her wealth of offspring, sound in body and temperament, she has made a lasting contribution to the American Norwich scene.”

Constance Stuart Larrabee

Ch. Upland Spring Magpie (dam of)

King’s Prevention Britina (dam of)

Ch. King’s Prevention Serena
(by Int. Eng. Am. Ch. Ragus Rainmaker)

1st bitch to win a Terrier Group 1970 specialty and Westminster winner and leading Norwich of her day.

“Go Forth and Multiply”
Constance S. Larrabee with Magpie’s King’s Prevention descendants.
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP 1966 - 1972

His pedigree reveals line breeding to Ch. Interfields Half-A-Bob, the most influential of Ch. Whinlatter Charade's get. Like most great dogs he had great character and was noted for his substance and powers of propulsion. He ran the Ragus Kennel where his position of Top Dog remained unchallenged throughout his short prepotent life. He sired nine English champions, listed below, which have had an impact on show Norwich around the world.

Sire:
Int. Ch. Ragus Raven's Wing, jw.

Ch. Interfields Half-A-Bob, jw.
Ragus Rose Honey, cc
Charing Cross Baccio
Wheatnor Penguin
Ch. Whinlatter Charade, jw.
Whinlatter Candle
Ragus Great Guy
Foxybroke Gene

Dam:
Ch. Ragus Golden Slippers, jw.

Int. Ch. Ragus Rain Maker, jw.
Ch. Ragus Wheatnor Raven
Ch. Interfields Half-A-Bob, jw.
Ragus Great Joy

1. **ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH**, 1968, first U.S.A. Terrier group winner who in turn sired 1 dog and 6 bitch U.S.A. bred champions and two outstanding English bred dogs.

A. **CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE** (x Grantham Chokkie) 1970, whose score to date is 10 champions from 8 bitches which includes 2 International and 3 English champions.

B. **AM. CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE** (x Ragus Gipsy Brew) who already has 17 titled American bred get.


6. **CH. CULSWOOD CAMILIA**, 1968 (x Ch. Culswood Candy)

7. **CH. CULSWOOD CHIPS GIRL**, 1968, (x Culswood Candy) who is the dam of Int. Ch. Culswood Chipwood

8. **CH. MONTEILMAR HONEY, J.W.,** 1970 (x Montelimar Interfields Happy)


**CULSWOOD CRISP**, sister to Crunch, and **INTERFIELDS HANNI AND HAIG**

**CH. WHEATNOR RAVEN** (Charing Cross Baccio - U.S.A. x Wheatnor Penguin grand-dam of Golden Chip)
Owner -
VERNA M. ALLEN
ROYAL ROCK KENNELS
109 TERRY ROAD
SMITHTOWN, NEW YORK 11787
(516) 724-0220

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C. # - RA 415922

Sex - MALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 19 SEPTEMBER 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
PARTICIA'S MEXICO

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMONA

QUARTZHILL CHIVIA

HAYAHOME TIM'S GIRL

Dam:
BADGEWOOD CHEYNE WALK

JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD

QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDEN CROSS

ENG. CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER

QUARTZHILL BOX
FOXYBROOK ECHO

CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
ALLERCOMBE DAILEY GIRL

ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER CANDLE

ENG. CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICHO LUCKY

INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
ENG. CH. DOLLY VARDEN

JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD

BADGEWOOD PENNY A PICKLE

BADGEWOOD CHELSEA

JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY

BILL SYKES

THIS ATTRACTIVE YOUNG HOME-BRED BOASTING 10 POINTS - BOTH MAJORS (FROM THE PUPPY CLASS) AT 8 MONTHS OF AGE HAS ATTRACTED MUCH ATTENTION FOR HIS TYPE, SHOWMANSHIP, AND LOVELY TEMPERAMENT MAKING FRIENDS FOR THE BREED WHEREVER SHOWN.
CH. WILLOWVIEW'S FUZZY BUTTONS

Owner -
DAIN C. ARNS
RT. 1, BOX 24 A
VICTOR, MONTANA 59875

Breeder -
OWNER
A.K.C. # - RA 55156

Sex - BITCH
Color - WHEATEN
Birth Date - 3 NOVEMBER 1972
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH (IMP)
- ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
- CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

Dam:
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN (IMP)
- CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
- QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID (IMP)
- QUARTZHILL MILLET

"FUZZY" IS OUR FIRST HOMEBRED CHAMPION AND THE FIRST CHAMPION DAUGHTER OF HER ILLUSTRIOUS SIRE. SHOWN 6 TIMES ON THE WAY TO HER TITLE, SHE WAS BEST OF BREED 5 TIMES. SHE WAS ALSO GROUP IV UNDER DR. DEUBLER FROM THE CLASSES. THOUGH RETIRED FROM THE RING, SHE IS OUR FAMILY COMPANION AND WE'RE HOPING FOR PUPPIES FROM HER SOON.
WILLOWVIEW'S HOLY MOSES

Owner -
DAIN C. ARNS &
JOYCE M. ARNS
RT. 1, BOX 24 A
VICTOR, MONTANA 59875

Breeder -
DAIN C. ARNS

A.K.C. # - RL 511364

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 10 FEBRUARY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. CHIDLEY SMART ALEC

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

FOXYBROOK EMMA

CH. PEMBERTON TUMMI

CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL BOX

QUARTZHILL DEL ROSE OF GOLDCROSS

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

FOXYBROOK ESTHER

JERICHO POACHER

CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY

CH. CHIDLEY MONTAGUE

MELINDA OF OAKLEY

INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

CULSWOOD CADET

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

CULSWOOD CHRISTMAS CAROL

CHIDLEY IMPATIENCE

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL EMMA

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MILLET

Dam:
ENG. AM. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

WILLNOW'S BELLE BLEU

CHIDLEY IMPATIENCE

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

ALTHOUGH "MO-MO" HASN'T BEEN SHOWN, WE'RE VERY PLEASED WITH HIS WINNING MANNER. A PROVEN STUD, HE IS A VERY SOLID MUSCULAR MALE WITH A HARD CRISP COAT AND BLACK EYES. MO IS VERY SOUND IN MOVEMENT WITH GOOD EXTENSION AND DRIVE. AT STUD TO APPROVED BITCHES.
**CH. CHIDLEY SMART ALECK**

**Owner:**
JOYCE M. ARNS  
RT. 1, BOX 24 A  
VICTOR, MONTANA 59875

**Breeders:**
ANN D. CONOLLY

**A.K.C. #** - RA 161551

**Sex:** MALE  
**Color:** RED  
**Birth Date:** 21 MARCH 1974  
**Ear Type:** PRICK

**Sire:**
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTOKIA  
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN  
FOXYBROOK EMDON

**Dam:**
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE  
CH. PEMBERTON TROPHIE  
CH. CHIDLEY MONTAGUE  
CH. CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT  
CH. CHIDLEY FIONA

**QUARTZHILL BOX**  
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDCROSS  
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB  
CH. PEMBERTON TROPHIE  
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE

**DUSKIE OF REDCOTT**  
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN  
DELMA OF GOLDCROSS  
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE  
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE  
RAQUIS ROUGHRIDER  
FOXYBROOK EVELYN

**ALECK IS A CHAMPION, GROUP PLACER, AND SIRE OF A BLACK AND TAN CHAMPION SON. HIS OFFSPRING ARE PROVING HIS ABILITY AS A SIRE TO PRODUCE HIS TYPE, SOUNDNESS, AND SUPERB TEMPERAMENT. HE IS AT STUD TO APPROVED BITCHES.**

**CH. QUARTZHILL BARTOKIA**  
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN  
DELMA OF GOLDCROSS  
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE  
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE  
RAQUIS ROUGHRIDER  
FOXYBROOK EVELYN

**CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE**  
CH. PEMBERTON TROPHIE  
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE  
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE  
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CH. POMIRISH CHIP DIP

Owner -
SALLY BAUGNIE
POMIRISH KENNELS
RT. 1, BOX 99
MISHICOT, WI 54228
(414) 755-2994

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 440120

Sex - MALE
Color - GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 17 MAY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

ENG. CH. THUOMPSON'S LORD REDWOOD

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
THUOMPSON'S RAGUS TEALEAF

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CHIP'S GIRL

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CANDY

DAM:

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

GRANTHAM CHORKIE

ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRISP

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

CULSWOOD CADET

CARNABY CHRISTMAS CAROL

INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
RAGUS TWO PENCE
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
ENG. CH. JERICHO WHINNATER HEMP
CULSWOOD CARIAD

CH. POMIRISH CHIP DIP FINISHED WITH A 5 POINT MAJOR IN STURGIS, MI. TO WIN THE N.T.C. MEDALLION IN 1978. HE IS NOW CO-OWNED BY STEVE HURT AND WILL BE AT STUD AT 10950 NORTHLAND DRIVE, ROCKFORD MICHIGAN.
CH. POMIRISH HORATIO

Owner -
SALLY BAUGNIET
POMIRISH KENNELS
RT. 1, BOX 99
MISHICOT, WIS. 54228
(414) 755-2994

Breed -
OWNER

A.K.C. # - RA 381412

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 2 JUNE 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS LOTHARIO

ENG. CH. RAGUS FAIR DINKUM

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

ENG. CH. RAGUS ROUNDSMAN

FOXYBROOK EGG FLIP

FOXYBROOK ESTHER

ENG. CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A DOG

ENG. CH. RAGUS ROUNDSMAN

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

FOXYBROOK ELITE

RAGUS ROUGH RIDE

Dam:

THURMONT LORID TARDEN

ENG. CH. THURMONT'S LORID REDWOOD

THURMONT RAGUS TEA LEAF

THURMONT'S LADY STELLA

THURMONT RAGUS TEA LEAF

ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

EN. CH. WHINLATTER HURRY

CH. CULSWOOD CRUMPET

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CANDY

CH. CULSWOOD CARIAD

CH. CULSWOOD CHRISTMAS CARILLON

CH. POMIRISH HORATIO FINISHED IN 4 SHOWS AT 7 MONTHS OF AGE FROM PUPPY CLASS, UNDEFEATED BY ANY OTHER CLASS DOG, WINNING THE N.T.C. 1977 HIGH RISING TROPHY. HARRY'S LITTER SISTER WAS WB AT THE INTERNATIONAL K.C. OF CHICAGO. POMIRISH KAY WICKER (OWNER: WM. CASEY JR.) IS NOW A CHAMPION. ANOTHER SISTER, POMIRISH BURNT TOAST, (B & T) SHOULD FINISH SHORTLY.
Owner -
SALLY BAUGNIET
POMIRISH KENNELS
RT. 1, BOX 99
MISHICOT, WI 54228
(414) 755-2994

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 381411

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 17 MAY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG. CH. THUMPTON'S LORD REDWOOD
ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD

Dam:
CH. WINDYHILL ALICE
CH. CULSWOOD CRISP

CH. POMIRISH TATER CHIP WAS BW AT WESTMINSTER '78 AND FINISHED FROM THE BRED BY EXHIBITOR CLASS. CHIP DIP AND TATER CHIP HAVE TWO CHAMPION LITTER SISTERS: CH. POMIRISH PUMPKIN PIE, OWNED BY ROSE-KORNER & BAUGNIET WENT GROUP 4 AT AGE 6 MONTHS AND HAS WON 2 GROUP 1 AND ANOTHER GROUP 4 SINCE THEN AND CH. POMIRISH CORN CHIP OWNED BY SALLY BAUGNIET FINISHED FROM THE BRED BY EXHIBITOR CLASS AND IS NOW WORKING IN OBEDIENCE.
CH. GUSTYLEA'S CUTTY BARK CHIPSON

Owner -
THOMAS BONANNO & HELEN D. TEMMEL
157 GLENN ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, N.Y. 10314
(212) 761-6073

Breeder -
HELEN D. TEMMEL
2045 GOLFVIEW ROAD
DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 33528
(813) 736-4278

A.K.C.# - RA 334612

Sex - MALE
Color - GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 8 NOVEMBER 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG.CAN.AM.
CH.CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD

CH. THRUPTON'S LORD REDWOOD
THRUPTON'S RAGUS TEALEAF

ENG.CH.CULSWOOD GOLDEN CHIP
ENG.CH.CULSWOOD CANDY

INT.CH.RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
INT.CH.RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
INT.CH.RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
RAGUS TWO PENCE
INT.CH.RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
ENG.CH.RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
ENG.CH.WHINLATTER HEMP
CULSWOOD CARTAD
ENG.AM.CH.CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHUNKIE
CULSWOOD CADET
CARNED CHRISTMAS CAROL
INT.CH.RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH.DOLLY YARREN
CH.LONGWAT'S FELIX
BRADASH GAY GIRL

Dam:
CH. GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBBLES

CH. VINCENT OF CULSWOOD
CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

ENG.CH.CULSWOOD BARANGE PENNYWISE
BILL SYKES

HIGH TOR'S GRANGE GAMBIT

A TYPEY NORWICH WITH GOOD HARD COAT AND EXCELLENT TEMPERAMENT, SIZE, AND MOVEMENT, "CHIPSON" FINISHED WITH A 5 POINT MAJOR BY GOING WINNERS DOG AT THE 1978 N.T.C. SPECIALTY."CHIPSON" IS AVAILABLE AT STUD TO APPROVED BITCHES.
Owner -
MR. & MRS. JOHN R. BRANT, JR.
DANCAWAY
R.R.3, BOX 134
ZIONSVILLE, INDIANA 46077

Breeder -
NANCY A. KINOWSKI &
STEPHEN F. HURT
ROCKFORD, MICHIGAN

A.K.C.# - RA 321210

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 23 JULY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. THURPTON'S LORD REDWOOD
ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD
CH. CULSWOOD CHIP'S GIRL

Dam:
CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE
CH. HARESTON PEGGY FLINN
CH. HARESTON TINKEBELLE

"KIZZY" IS OUR FIRST NORWICH ALTHOUGH MY HUSBAND AND I HAVE LONG
ADMIRED THIS BREED. SHE IS CURRENTLY IN WHelp TO CH. CULSWOOD
COPPERPLATE. PRIMARILY, WE HAVE A KENNEL OF DANDIES AND STILL
RAISE A FEW HORSES UNDER OUR FARM PREFIX, DANCAWAY.
CH. KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL

Owner -
DR. & MRS. THOMAS CARRIER
6409 INDIAN POND CIRCLE
EINA, MINNESOTA 55435

Breeders -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNEL
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620

A.K.C. -

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 2 FEBRUARY 1968
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

CH. KING'S PREVENTION MACKILLAN

KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP

GRANGE DUSTPAN

CH. CHIDLEY BERT

CH. CHIDLEY LITTLE NELL

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. WHEATOR MERLIN

CH. KILDON RUSTLER

KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA

CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL

HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION

CH. BRITTON OF KING'S PREVENTION

GRANGE MOPPET

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

ALFA

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

DUNGENESS PARRAVANE

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUQUIER VIXEN

CH. WHENLATTER COB

CH. WHEATOR CHAFFINCH

Dam:

CH. CHIDLEY MONTAGUE

CH. CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

MELINDA OF OAKLEY

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. WHEATOR MERLIN

CH. KILDON RUSTLER

KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA

CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL

HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION

CH. BRITTON OF KING'S PREVENTION

GRANGE MOPPET

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

ALFA

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

DUNGENESS PARRAVANE

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUQUIER VIXEN

CH. WHENLATTER COB

CH. WHEATOR CHAFFINCH

CH. KING'S PREVENTION MR. MAXWELL HAS Sired 5 CHAMPIONS FOR THE NOR'STAR LINE, WHOSE FOUNDATION BITCH WAS CH. KING'S PREVENTION NOR'STAR. MAXWELL'S DAM, CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT, IS THE GRANDDAM OF THE CHIDLEY CHAMPIONS CLOVER AND SMART ALECK. HIS SIRE, MACMILLAN, WON THE 1967 SPECIALTY UNDER PERCY ROBERTS.
Owner -
MR. & MRS. ROBERT B. CONGDON
15 MORRIS STREET
MERCHANTVILLE, N.J. 08109
(609) 665-6730

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 357004

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 5 FEBRUARY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

CH. BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET

CH. BADGEWOOD THE GREAT WEST ROAD

BADGEWOOD TUPPENCE

CH. WHINLATTER CORNFLOWER

JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD

KING'S PREVENTION PHOEBE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. WHINLATTER CARRIE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY

CH. GRANGE POPOVER

CH. KING'S PREVENTION BOURBON TOR

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. WHINLATTER CARRIE

CH. KING'S PREVENTION FRIDDE

KING'S PREVENTION TALLULAH

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER

KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA

**Dam:**

CH. BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET

CH. KATRYN OF KING'S PREVENTION

KING'S PREVENTION BONFIRE

CH. WHINLATTER CORNFLOWER

JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD

KING'S PREVENTION BEATTIE

KING'S PREVENTION AMY

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

WHINLATTER CARRIE

KING'S PREVENTION BEATTIE

KING'S PREVENTION AMY
Owner -
MR. & MRS. ROBERT B. CONGDON
LAETANS
15 MORRIS STREET
MERCHANTVILLE, N.J. 08109
(609) 665-6730

Breed -
OWNER

A.K.C. - RL 565008

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 6 JANUARY 1978
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. KING'S PREVENTION STORMY

CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER COB

CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. DOLLY VARDAN

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

CH. PINK LADY

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

RAGUS ENTRY FORM

CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

KING'S PREVENTION TALLULA

KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

KING'S PREVENTION AMY

KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA

KING'S PREVENTION AMY

LAETANS IS THE LATIN WORD FOR "JOYFUL"; OUR PUPS WEAR THEIR "HANDLE" WELL.
CH. MOUNTAIN BROOK PICADILY PETE

Owner:
SHIRLEY K. COOK
RFD 3, BRATTLEBORO
VERMONT 05301
(802) 259-9730

Breeder:
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 190555

Sex - MALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 21 DECEMBER 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. BADGEWOOD WATLING STREET
CH. WHINLATTER CORNFLOWER

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

ENGL. CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
ENGL. CH. JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY
ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
WHINLATTER CARRIE
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAQUS ROSE HONEY
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK III
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDELE
ENGL. CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICHO LUCKY
ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER HYMN
ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
WHINLATTER CHARITY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDELE
CH. WHINLATTER COB
CH. RAQUS ROCK'N'ROLL
CH. WHINLATTER ALERT
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

ALWAYS OWNER-HANDLED, "PIC" FINISHED HIS CHAMPIONSHIP WITH TWO 4 POINT MAJORS. AT HIS FIRST SHOW, THE NTC 1975 SPECIALTY, HE WAS WD AND HE WAS RWD AT THE NTC 1976 BREED SPECIALTY. HE IS ONE OF 5 CHAMPIONS PRODUCED BY HIS DAM. STUD SERVICE AND PUPPIES AVAILABLE.
CHIDLEY CRICKET

Owner:
M. LOUISE DAVIDSON
BOX 2225
EVERGREEN, COLO. 80439
(303) 674-4937

Breeder:
ANNIE C. PFEIFFER
1822 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE.
WASHINGTON D.C. 20009
(202) 965-3404

Sex: FEMALE
Color: RED
Birth Date: 25 JANUARY 1978
Ear Type: PRICK

5 Months Old

Sire:
CH. CHIDLEY SMART ALECK
CH. CHIDLEY KNOW IT ALL
CAN. AM. CH. THORNVILLE SMUDGE

Dam:
JERICHO RINGLEADER (ENG)
CH. CHIDLEY PEEMEE
CH. CHIDLEY PHOEBE

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
CH. FIONA

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMONA
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
RAGUS GIPSY BREW
CH. PEMBERTON TOMBOY
PEMBERTON MANDY
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HENP
JERICHO GIN
JERICHO RED MISCHIEF MPH
CH. JERICHO HILL YIXEN
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMONA
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

MY FIRST NORWICH, MELINDA OF OAKLEY, WAS PICTURED IN NORWICH TERRIERS USA. HER DAUGHTER, CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT, IS CRICKET'S GREAT GRAND DAM. THE PHOTO ALSO SHOWS MY 10 YEAR OLD CHIDLEY STORM WARNING WHO WAS IN THE 1974 BOOK. NORWICH REALLY THRIVE AND ENJOY THEMSELVES OUT HERE.
CH. CULSWOOD CARBON COPY

Owner -
LENORE DONALDSO
"DANLEY"
304 FAIRWAY COURT
ATLANTIS, FLORIDA 33462
(305) 965-7070

Breeder -
MRS. MARGARET CULLIS
STOCKTON, NEAR RUGBY
WARWICKS, ENGLAND
SOUTHAM (092 681) 2691

A.K.C. # - RA 380405

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 4 SEPTEMBER 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. THRUNPTON'S LOUD REDWOOD
INT. CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD

CH. CULSWOOD CHIPS GIRL

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS TEALEAF

Dam:
CH. CULSWOOD BARGARGE PENNYWISE, JW
CULSWOOD CHEVELEY

CH. CULSWOOD CANDY

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH, JW
GRANTHAM CHICKIE

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS, JW
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING, JW
RAGUS TWO PENCE
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING, JW
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS, JW
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
CULSWOOD CARIAD
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY KING
BARGARGE ADAM
BARGARGE MANDY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE, JW
WHINLATTER HURRY
CHARLING CROSS BACCIO
CH. CARHOU CHRISTMAS CARRILON

CH. CULSWOOD CARBON COPY STRIKINGLY RESEMBLES HER FAMOUS SIRE,
INT. CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD. FIRST TIME OUT WITH HER NEW OWNER-
HANDLER, SHE WON TWO FIVE POINT MAJORS BACK TO BACK AND HAS
NOW CAPTURED A GROUP 1ST.... TRULY "DADDY'S GIRL!"
CH. DUNKIRK'S PITTER PATTER

Owner -
DUNKIRK KENNEL
SHEILA McNAMARA
18110 FALLS ROAD
HAMPSTEAD, MD. 21074
(301) 239-3163

A.K.C. # - RA 379083

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 14 MAY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. THREMPTONS LORD
TIMBERSON

ENG. CH. THREMPTONS LORD REDWOOD
THREMPTON RAGUS TEALEAF
THREMPTONS WHINLATTER CAPRICE

Dam:
DUNKIRK'S TADDLEY-WINKS
DUNKIRK'S TADDY BUFF

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
ENG. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
RAGUS TWO PENNY
EN. AM. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HINKER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILUS
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CAIN
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CANDID
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
SIR REGINALD
DUNKIRK'S LITTERBUG
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITNIA
KING'S PREVENTION FRODO
KING'S PREVENTION ABBEY
Owner -
MISS ETHEL FLINN
29 NEWBERRY PLACE
GROSSE POINTE FARMS
MICHIGAN 48236

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 80361

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 8 OCTOBER 1973
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENGL. AM. CH. CULSMOOD CRUNCH
CULSMOOD FAIRY RING
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

Dam:
PEMBERTON TOMBOY
Pemberton Mrs. Tiggy Winkle
ENG. CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
QUARTZHILL BARGRANGE DINA
JERICHO POACHER
CH. QUARTZHILL GOLDER THYME
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
QUARTZIIII BARRING BOX
BARRING SOLITUDE

THE ORIGINAL PEMBERTON PAIR FROM THE DEAN BEDFORDS PRODUCED TWO CHAMPIONS. SMUDGE'S THIRD GENERATION HOME-BREDS, CHAMPIONS KNOW IT ALL AND HAPPY DAYS TYPIFY THORNVILLE'S AIMS.
BOWEN’S APPLE JACK

Owner -
CHARLES L. FORREST
COPPERS
119 MARY STREET
ALEXANDRIA, LA 71301
(318) 442-4989

Breeder -
AUSTIN BOWEN
5899 150th AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 33516
(813) 531-0668

A.K.C. # - RA 367324

Sex - MALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 30 JANUARY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
AM. CAN. CH. CULSWOOD CAPERS
VERBENA OF CULSWOOD

Eng. CH. RAGUS FAIR DINKUM
Foxybrook Egg Flip
Eng. CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE
CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

Eng. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
Eng. CH. RAGUS RAVEN’S WING
Eng. CH. RAGUS ROUDMSAN
Foxybrook Esther
Eng. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHORKIE
CULSWOOD CADET
CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMMA
BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
BLU-FROST FOXY
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMMA
BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
BLU-FROST FOXY

Dam:
CH. PUNKIN’S PICK-ME-UP

CH. WITCHWOOD’S PABLO
CHIDLEY TWIGGY

CH. WITCHWOOD’S FIDDLE FAIDLE
CHIDLEY TWIGGY

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
CHIDLEY TWIGGY

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
CHIDLEY TWIGGY
NUTMEG'S POPPY SEED

Owner -
CHARLES L. FORREST
COPPERS
119 MARY STREET
ALEXANDRIA, LA. 71301
(318) 442-4989

Breeder -
MARThA GRASY
FOXFIRE
ROSALIE PLANTATION
ALEXANDRIA, LA. 71301
(318) 445-7598

A.K.C.# - RA 322550

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 3 DECEMBER 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

RED CLAY JACK

JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGWOOD

JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY

CH. RED RAVEN

OAK HILL LADYBUG

**Dam:**

NUTMEG

ROY OF OAKLEY

WHITE FLAG BLOSSOM

DILL PICKLE

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. OAKLEY MY BIT

**Eng. Ch. Whinlatter Charade**

WHINLATTER CANDE

**Eng. Ch. Jericho Whinlatter Hemp**

JERICHO LUCKY

AM. ENG. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY

AM. ENG. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING WITCH GOLD

CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX

RAY GIRL BLOSSOM

CH. PEMBERTON TROT-ON

SUGAR AND SPICE

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUQUIER VIXEN

CH. HALFWAY APPLE PIE

HALFWAY KITTERN
RYLAND'S CAPERER

Owner -
MRS. WILLARD K. GRIFFIN
321 CONESTOGA RD. BOX 244
DEVON, PA. 19333
(215) 647-5471

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 287280

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 3 APRIL 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER CHERRY BRANDY

CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

GRANTHAM CHOOKIE

WHINLATTER COSTER

WHINLATTER CLOUD

WHINLATTER CHILLA

WHINLATTER HERALD

WHINLATTER CLOUD

WHINLATTER COPY

WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN

HIGH TUS' GORSE GAMBIT

GRANGE CHARLIE BROWN

GRANGE MOPPET

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR

CHIDLEY LITTLE TAMMY BARTON

Dam:
RYLAND'S SHERRY QUILL

CH. GRANGE POPOVER

CH. GRANGE CURRANT BUN

PEPPERMINT PATTY OF GRANGE

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

KING'S PREVENTION WHISKEY

KING'S PREVENTION JILL

photo credit Bill Graves
Owner -  
MRS. JAMES P. GRIGSBY  
9600 SANGER STREET  
LORTON, VIRGINIA  
(703) 690-1359

Breeder -  
MISS ETHEL W. FLINN  
29 NEWBERRY PLACE  
GROSSE POINTE FARMS  
MICHIGAN 48236

A.K.C.# - RA 250853

Sex - MALE  
Color - BLACK & TAN  
Birth Date - 1 OCTOBER 1975  
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:  
CH. CHIDLEY SMART ALECK  
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN  
CHIDLEY FIONA  
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA  
FOXYBROOK ELMONA  
CH. PENBERTON TIMMIE  
CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT  
CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH  
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP  
CH. RAGUS FAIRY KING  
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING  
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS  
PENBERTON TUFFY  
PENBERTON MRS. TIGGY WINKLE  
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

Dam:  
CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE  
AM. CAN. CH. THORNVILLE SMOKE  
CH. THORNVILLE TREASURE  
PENBERTON TOMBOY  
PENBERTON MAADY  
QUARTZHILL BOX  
CH. DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS  
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB  
FOXYBROOK ESTHER  
JERICHO POACHER  
CH. PENBERTON TROPHY  
CH. CHIDLEY MONTAGUE  
MELINDA OF DARLEY  
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP  
CH. CULSWOOD FAIRY KING  
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING  
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS  
PENBERTON TUFFY  
PENBERTON MRS. TIGGY WINKLE  
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

ROCKY IS A DOMINANT SIRE FOR STRAIGHT HARSH COATS, DARK EYES, AND GREAT POWERS OF PROPULSION. HE IS A HEALTHY HAPPY DOG FREE OF NERVES AND AGGRESSIONS. X-RAYED CLEAR OF HIP DYSPLASIA.
CH. GUSTYLEA'S BETTINA BROOKS

Owner -
GUSTYLEA
HELEN D. TEMMEL
2045 GOLDFIELD ROAD
DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 33528
(813) 736-4278

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C. # - RA 245761

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 7 JULY 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. BEECHBROOK BIG BEN

CH. WITHALDER LOCKSLEY
ENG. CAN. CH. WALERIC STRONGBOY
WALERIC RAVEN'S STA
CH. RAGUS GOLD CHIP
CH. RAGUS WHEATOR RAVEN
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPER
CULSHOOD CADET
CARINDU CHRISTMAS CAROL
ENG. AM. CH. CULSHOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHOOKIE
CULSHOOD CADET
CARINDU CHRISTMAS CAROL
INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH. DOLLY VARDEK
CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
BRADASH GAY GIRL

Dam:
CH. GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBBLES

CH. VINCENT OF CULSHOOD

ENG. CH. CULSHOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE
CULSHOOD FAIRY ROSE
BILL SYKES
HIGH TOR GRANGE GAMBIT

OUR FIRST HOME BRED, BETTINA, HAS A RECORD OF OUTSTANDING WINS. FINISHING HER CHAMPIONSHIP AT 11 MONTHS, SHE ACCUMULATED NUMEROUS BOB AND BOS PLACEMENTS; MOST RECENTLY BOS AT MONTGOMERY '77 AND BOS AT WESTMINSTER '78. SHE WILL BE BREED IN SPRING 1978. PHOTO BY GIANDINOTO.
Owner -
GUSTYLEA
HELEN D. TEMMEL
2045 GOLFVIEW ROAD
DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 33528
(813) 736-4278

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C. # - RA 334610

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 8 NOVEMBER 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG. CAN. AM.
CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD

ENG. CH. THUMPVERS LORID REDWOOD
THUMPVERS RAGUS TEALEAF
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
ENG. CH. RAGUS CANDY

Dam:
CH. GUSTYLEA'S EMÖRA OF COBLES

CH. VINCENT OF CULSWOOD
CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE
CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

CH. GUSTYLEA'S ELMYRA OF COBLES

GRANGE HIGH HOPES
BILL SYKES

OUTGOING, SPIRITED, ALWAYS READY, LOVING COMPANION. CARTER IS UNDENIABLY A MALE OF THE SPECIES. HE NEEDS HIS MAJORS TO COMPLETE HIS CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS EARNED SO FAR FROM THE BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR CLASS. HE IS AVAILABLE FOR STUD THROUGH HIS BREEDER-OWNER. PHOTO BY GIANDINOTO.
Owner -
GUSTYLEA
HELEN D. TEMMEL
2045 GOLFVIEW
DUNEDIN, FLORIDA 33528
(813) 736-4278

Breeder -
MARY W. vonHAGN
9 COBBLES PARK WEST
ELMIRA, NEW YORK 14900
(607) 734-6071

A.K.C. # - RA 138473

Sex - FEMALE
Color - GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 11 FEBRUARY 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. VINCENT OF CULSWOOD
{ ENGLAND'S BARGRANGE PENNYWISE
{ CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

Dam:
GRANGE HIGH HOPES
{ BILL SYKES
{ HIGH TOR GRANGE GAMBIT

THE FOUNDATION Bitch at Gustylea, Myra proved her quality finishing her championship at Montgomery in '74 under 8 months of age and placing BOS in 1975 and '76 at the Norwich Specialty. Her first litter of two females finished with notable wins. A 2nd litter of three has a champion son who finished as WD at the '78 specialty and a pointed son now in the ring.
CH. RAGUS LEPRECHAUN

Owner -
MR. & MRS. JAMES B. HANNING
890 RT. 3, SUNLIT HILLS
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
87501
(505) 988-1092

Breeder -
MRS. & MISS BUNTING
LODGE FARM
BRAGBOROUGH
BRAUNSTON
DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS
ENGLAND NN11 7HA

E.K.C. # - 105220/73

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 7 AUGUST 1973
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. WITHALDER LOCKSLEY, JW
CH. WITHALDER ROCK ROBIN
CH. WITHALDER PENNY HA' PENNY
CH. WITHALDER GOLDEN CHIP
CH. WITHALDER WHEATNOR RAVEN

CH. WITHALDER STRONGBOW, JW
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S SEA PINK
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S WING
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S WING, JW
CH. WITHALDER GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. WITHALDER ROUNDSPAN

Dam:
RAGUS LEMON DROP
RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS, JW
RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
RAGUS ROUNDSHAN
RAGUS ROUGHRISE

CH. WITHALDER LOCKSLEY, JW
CH. WITHALDER ROCK ROBIN
RAGUS PENNY HA' PENNY
RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. WITHALDER WHEATNOR RAVEN
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S SEA PINK
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S WING
CH. WITHALDER RAVEN'S WING, JW
CH. WITHALDER GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. WITHALDER ROUNDSPAN
CH. WITHALDER ROUGHRISE
RAGUS LEMON DROP
RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS, JW
RAGUS ROUNDSHAN
RAGUS ROUGHRISE

photo credit Margaret O'Brien
HILLARY'S PLUM RATTLE

Owner -
TERESA G. & SENA M. HILL
"HILLARY"
5104 MONTGOMERY STREET
ANNANDALE, VA. 22003
(703) 354-7488

Breeder -
MRS. HELEN J. GUTHRIE
7764 DONNYBROOK COURT
ANNANDALE, VA. 22003
(703) 256-6096

A.K.C.# - RA 401769

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 13 OCTOBER 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. WINDYHILL FREDERICK
{ CH. THURMPTION'S LORD TIMBERSON
  { CH. THURMPTION'S LORD REDWOOD
  CH. THURMPTION'S WHINLATTER CAPRICE
  CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE
  CH. THURMPTION'S WHINLATTER CHARADE
  THURMPTION'S RAGUS TEALEAF
  WHINLATTER COPY

Dam:
TINKER OF OAKLEY
{ RORY OF OAKLEY
  { WHITE FLAG BLOSSOM
  DILL PICKLE
  JERICHO RINGLEADER
  WHINLATTER JILLIE
  CH. PEMBERTON TROT-ON
  SUGAR AND SPICE
  CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL
  CH. JERICHO PICKLE
  CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
  CH. WHINLATTER JANET

"RATTLE" OUR LATEST ACQUISITION, IS A LOVELY TYPEY LITTLE BITCH.
WE PLAN OCCASIONAL WELL BRED PUPPIES FROM OUR FOUNDATION BITCH,
"HILLARY'S HUNKY DORY OF OAKLEY". OUR PUPPIES ARE LOVINGLY HOME
RAISED WITH 2 CHILDREN. STUD SERVICE IS AVAILABLE.
Owner -
EDWARD B. JENNER &
STEPHEN F. HURT
10950 NORTHLAND DRIVE
ROCKFORD, MICHIGAN 49341
(616) 866-2840

Breeder -
MRS. M. CULLIS
STOCKTON, NR. RUGBY
ENGLAND

A.K.C. # - R 953251

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 11 JULY 1971
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

Eng. Ch. Ragus Raven's Wing

Eng. Ch. Ragus Golden Slippers

CULSWOOD CADET

CARNEDU CHRISTMAS CAROL

Int. Ch. Ragus Rainmaker

Int. Ch. Interfields Half A Bob

RAGUS GREAT JOY

VIZALMA VICEROY

CARNEDU CHRISTMAS CARESS

Eng. Ch. Whinlatter Charade

Whinlatter Hymn

Int. Ch. Interfields Half A Bob

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CHARING CROSS BACCIO

WHEATHER PENGUIN

Eng. Ch. Whinlatter Charade

Whinlatter Candle

RAGUS GREAT GUY

ROXYBROOK GENE

Dam:
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING

RAGUS GIPSY BREW

Eng. Ch. Ragus Golden Slippers

Eng. Ch. Ragus Wheatnor Raven

Int. Ch. Interfields Half A Bob

RAGUS GREAT JOY

COPPERPLATE SALUTES HIS SEVEN BRIDES WHO HAVE PRODUCED 17 CHAMPIONS TO DATE.
THEY ARE OWNED VARIOUSLY BY RICK ROUTLEDGE, ETHEL FLNN, STEVE HURT, PINE
NEEDLES KENNELS, POMIRISH KENNELS, AND PICKWICK KENNELS.
Owner -
DR. RICHARD A. KIDWELL
5321 E. 4th STREET
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85711
(602) 327-6951

Breeder -
D. R. GOURLIE & R. D. SHORT

A. K. C. # - RA 38660

Sex - FEMALE

Color - RED WHEATEN

Birth Date - 9 NOVEMBER 1972

Ear Type - PRICK

---

**Sire:**

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

**Dam:**

CH. WHINLATTER JIORGE

CH. WHINLATTER CAROLEDICK

WHINLATTER CHATTAL

WHINLATTER JANET

WHINLATTER COSTER

WHINLATTER CLOUD

WHINLATTER HERRALD

WHINLATTER EDWARD

WHINLATTER COPY

INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER

CH. RAGUS WHEATON RAVEN

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

RAGUS GREAT JOY

VIZALMA VICEROY

CARNOU XMAS CARESS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER HYMN

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTULUS

CH. WHINLATTER ALLEKOBME HIKER

WHINLATTER JENNA

CH. WHINLATTER HERRALD

WHINLATTER COPY

---

GUTYA MEANS LITTLE BEAR. FINISHED AT THE TUCSON K.C. SHOW 11/75 UNDER EDITH IZANT. SHE WAS A GIFT FROM MY WIFE, RESEMBLING MANY OF HER FAMOUS ANCESTORS LIKE MISS MANETTE, PONTO THE SAGACIOUS DOG. OUR THANKS TO THE JIM HANNINGS FOR ALL THEIR HELP AND ENCOURAGEMENT. GUTYA .... TO KNOW HER IS TO LOVE HER!
CH. PATRICIA'S KOALA CUB

Owner -
PATRICIA JOAN BRUMBY KLEBER
PATRICIA'S
232 BROOKVILLE ROAD
MUTTONTOWN, GLEN HEAD
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
(516) WA 1-1472

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - R 784175

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 26 FEBRUARY 1970
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
FOXYBROOK EVONA

Dam:
CH. QUARTZHILL CHIVES
PATRICIA'S HAWAIIAN DREAM
HAVAHOME TIM'S GIRL

MY INTEREST IN NORWICH WAS THROUGH MR. & MRS. DEAN BEDFORD. THEY ARE ALL DOG, VERY LOYAL, AND ADAPTABLE TO A SMALL AREA. I AM THE PROUD OWNER OF FIVE NORWICH AND HOPE ONE DAY TO AGAIN BECOME ACTIVE IN THE SHOW RING.
Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNEL
CHESTERTOWN, MD. 21620
(301) 778-3611

Breeder -
ANN CONOLLY
126 HIGHLAND ROAD
GLEN COVE, L.I.
NEW YORK

A.K.C. # - RA 249650

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 28 MAY 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMMA
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDCROSS
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER

Dam:
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY
CH. PEMBERTON MONTAGUE
CH. PEMBERTON TRINKET
CH. PEMBERTON BERT
CH. PEMBERTON LITTLE NELL
CH. PEMBERTON KIRK
CH. PEMBERTON MERLIN

KING'S PREVENTION BRITINA - DECEASED

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - R 366134

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 13 JULY 1963
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

QUANTZHILL ESCORT OF GOLDENCROSS
FARNION ROSALINDA
CH. BENNIE OF REDCOTT
WHEATNER JADE

Dam:

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

CH. UPLAND SPRING JACK II

CH. THORNDALE ALERT
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNMORE
CH. UPLAND SPRING KUNCA MONKEY
CH. WHINLATTER JIM
CH. WHINLATTER TROUBLED
CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON

QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL
QUARTZHILL TEASEL
CH. FARNION RANDOLPH
WYCHDALE NATALIE
CH. SYDNEY CARTON
GOODIE OF REDCOTT
CH. BIGGER BETTER
CH. NORFORD ROSSINA
CH. FARNION ROMEO
CH. RIVER REND JIFFY
PAK OF THE BRIARS
UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

KING'S PREVENTION BRITINA, Sired by our first champion, retired from the show ring with three majors to whelp her influential litters by CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER. They included CH. KING'S PREVENTION SERENA, the first Norwegian bitch to win a group and the 1970 Westminster and specialty winner; KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGE-IT and SISTER AMY, Dam of CH. KING'S PREVENTION TRIXIE and TEMPEST, the 1973 best puppy in Match.
JUBILEE OF KING'S PREVENTION

Owner -
CONSTANCE LARRABEE &
MARGARET MICKELSON
MR. & MRS. H.A. MICKELSON
HERE TODAY KENNELS, REG.
RR 6, BOX 455G
HARTWOOD, VA. 22471
(703) 752-2407

Breeder -
ELISE LATROBE FELTON
(215) 896-8744

A.K.C. # - RA 387282

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 26 APRIL 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

CH. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHEBBIE

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
WHINLATTER CLOUD
WHINLATTER COPY
QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. INTERFIELD'S HALF A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
WHINLATTER HESTA
CH. WHINLATTER ALLENSCOMBE GIERI
CH. QUARTZHILL OXYE DAISY

Dam:

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

FOXYBROOK EMINA

CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET
CH. BARBARY BONNIE BELLE

TILFORD OF DUDWICK

LONGWAYS CAPRA

THE HERETODAY PEMBROKE WELSH CORGIS HAVE BEEN JOINED BY JUBILEE OF KING'S PREVENTION, WINNER OF THE OPEN CLASS AT THE 1978 SPECIALTY AND 1ST IN THE TERRIER GROUP AT THE WARRENTON MATCH. WE PLAN TO ESTABLISH A NORWICH LINE WITH JUBILEE AS OUR FOUNDATION BITCH.
CAN. CH. JERICHO RED DUSTER (IMP)

Owner -
DR. C. ELIZABETH &
ELEANOR C. MAHAFFY
R.R. 3, HIGH RIVER
ALBERTA, CANADA
TOL 1BO
(403) 652-7181

Breeder -
MRS. S. MONCKTON
JERICHO KENNELS
STRETTON HALL
STAFFORD, ENGLAND
ST19 9LQ
0920-850288

A.K.C. # - EJC 642

Sex - MALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 31 MAY 1973
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
HOYLEBANK HUMORIST

CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY
WISE, JW

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHEEKIE

CH. JERICHO GOLDEN HONEY

CH. JERICHO ROGUE, CC

CH. JERICHO GINGERNUT, JW

CH. JERICHO ROGUE, CC

CH. JERICHO THEBLE CHANCE, CC

JERICO TUPPENNY

JERICO WAGTIME
(Res. CC)

KITEWOOD COLYCOFT READY
RECKONER
(Res. CC)

CH. JERICHO GOLD SOVEREIGN, JW

CH. JERICHO PEPPERCORN

Dam:

JERICO WAGTIME
(Res. CC)
Owner -
GERRY, SYLVIA, & LAURA MEISELS
WHITE OAKS KENNELS
6001 FRONTIER ROAD
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68516
(402) 423-1284

Breeder -
MRS. MARJORIE & MISS LESLIE BUNTING

A.K.C. # - RA 340101

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 14 AUGUST 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG.CH.RAGUS FAIR DINKUM, JW

ENG.CH.RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

FOXIBROOK EGGFLIP

Dam:
ENG.CH.RAGUS ROUNDSMAN

FOXIBROOK ELITE

FOXIBROOK EGGFLIP

"HARRY" WAS TOP WINNING NORWICH IN ENGLAND IN 1975, COMING TO US IN 1976.
HE WAS A TOP ENGLISH PRODUCER IN 1977. HE FINISHED IN THE U.S. IN 4 SHOWS
AND WAS TOP GROUP PLACING NORWICH IN 1977 AND FIRST HALF OF 1978, GOING
BIS IN MAY 1978. HE EXCELS IN TYPE, BALANCE, SOUNDNESS, AND COAT.
Owner:
MR. & MRS. H. A. MICKELSON & J. OSTROW
HERETODAY KENNELS, REG.
RR 6, BOX 455G
HARTWOOD, VA. 22471
(703) 752-2407

Breeder:
MRS. J. OSTROW

A.K.C.# - RA 297773

Sex - MALE
Color - RED GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 19 APRIL 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

ENG. CH. THRUNTONS LORD TIMBERSON

THRUNTONS LORD REDWOOD

THRUNTONS RAGUS TEALEAF

THRUNTONS WHINLATTER GPAWNE

**Dam:**

MINDYHILL ANNE

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE FENNYWISE

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER COPY

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

GRANTHAM CHOKKE

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
Owner -
RALPH & ROSEMARY NICHOLSON
15 4TH STREET S.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003
(202) LI 4-1843

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

A.K.C.# - RA 408725

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 13 OCTOBER 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
WITCHWOOD'S BINGO
KING'S PREVENTION FEARLESS
CH. KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN
BILL SYKES
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION CRISPIN
KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGET II

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY QUEEN
CH. QUARTZ HILL COLLEGE CORIN
WITCHWOOD'S GIDGET
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
CH. DOLLY WARDEN
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
CH. PINK LADY
CH. KING'S PREVENTION MACMILLAN
CHITLEY SMALL CRAFT
STONEY MEADOWS DEVON
GRANGE PINAFRE
KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
BARTON'S MINI SKIRT MINI
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER BEAR

NYKKERS ABIGAIL

Owner -
MRS. PAULINE H. NICKERSON
NYKKER KENNELS
WASHINGTON CORNER ROAD
BERNARDSVILLE, N.J. 07924
(201) 766-4152

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 430480

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 18 NOVEMBER 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. CULSWOOD COMEDY OF
WEATHERSIDE

VERBENA OF CULSWOOD

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
ENG. CH. RAGUS FAIR DINKUM
FOXYBROOK EGG FLIP

Dam:
CH. WINDYHILL GAIL

MINDYHILL ANNE

ENG. CH. THURMTONS LORD TIMBERSON
THURMTON WHINLATTER CAPRICE

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD BARBORAGE PENNYWISE

INT. CH. VAGUS RAVEN'S WING
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

ENG. CH. RAGUS ROUNDSMAN
FOXYBROOK ESTHER

INT. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHOKKIE

CULSWOOD CADET
CARIDU CHRISTMAS CAROL

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
THURMTONS RAGUS TEALEAF

ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER COPY

INT. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
GRANTHAM CHOKKIE

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
CH. WINDYHILL GAIL

Owner -
MRS. PAULINE H. NICKERSON
NYKKER KENNELS
WASHINGTON CORNER ROAD
BERNARDSVILLE, N.J. 07924
(201) 766-4152

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 297776

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 19 APRIL 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. THUMPONTS LORD RAINWOOD
ENG. CH. THUMPONTS LORD TIMBERSON
THUMPONTS WHINLATTER

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS RAGUS TEALEAF
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. RAGUS RAGUS TIMPENNY

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
MWHINLATTER COPY
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER CAIN
CH. WHINLATTER CANDID

CH. CULSWOOD CRISP

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

CULSWOOD CADET
CANDIDU CHRISTMAS CAROL

Dam:

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

GRANTHAM CHOKIE
BARGRANGE MANDY

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
BARGRANGE ADAM

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
CULSWOOD CADET

CARINDU CHRISTMAS CAROL

GEORGE MADE UP WITH MAJOR POINTS ONLY INCLUDING A BOW AT A SUPPORTED SHOW FOR A NTC MEDAL. THE FIRST NORWICH TO JOIN OUR HERETODAY PEMBROKES, HIS JOYFUL PERSONALITY HAS ASSURED THE BREED A FIRM PLACE AT THIS KENNEL. HE IS MRS. MICKELSON'S CONSTANT COMPANION. HIS PUPPIES HAVE INHERITED HIS LOVELY TYPE AND TEMPERAMENT AND HE IS AVAILABLE AT STUD TO SELECT BITCHES.
Owner -  
NANCY L. NOSIGLIA & 
MRS. RICHARD R. NOSIGLIA 
BERIC FARMS, R.D. #1 
ROMULUS, N.Y. 14541 
(315) 585-6669

Breeder -  
CURTIS S. READ, JR. 
RT. 1, FRANKLIN, W. VA.

A.K.C.# - RA 330997

Sex - MALE
Color - GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 21 JANUARY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:  
CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL 
CH. JERICHO RINGLEADER (ENG.) 

CH. JERICHO PICKLE 
CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN 
CH. JERICHO RED MISCHIEF, MPH

Dam:  
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN 
CH. CHIDLEY PHOEBE

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTOHA 
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE

CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY

CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE 
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE 

CARDINAL JOINED OUR SMOOTH CHAMPION SAINTS AS A FOUR MONTH OLD PUPPY 
AND NOW WE HAVE THREE NORWICH IN THE HOUSE AND EXPECT TO BREED AND 
SHOW LOCALLY. CARDINAL AT STUD. - PUPPIES OCCASIONALLY.
CH. THURUMPTON LORD TIMBERSON

Owner:
JOHAN OSTROW
WINDYHILL KENNEL
BOX 722, R.D.#3
MOHNTON, PA.
(215) 856-7493

Breeder:
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 244652

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 18 OCTOBER 1972
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. THURUMPTON LORD REDWOOD
THURUMPTON RAGUS TEA LEAF

Dam:

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
THURUMPTON WHINLATTER CAPRICE

INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S KING
INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH. RAGUS WHEATMORE RAVEN
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAGUS GREAT JOY
INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH. RAGUS WHEATMORE RAVEN
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
TRIBUTE OF TURRIUS
CH. WHINLATTER COB
ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO
CH. BIGGER BANGER
MARYGOLD OF EILDINBRAE
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURRIUS
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
CH. WHINLATTER CORAL

Clyde's first litters entered the show ring in 1977 and he already has 8 champions to his credit as of January 30, 1978. He is the sire of last years sweepstakes winner.
Owner -
  JAMES W. PAUL
  PO BOX 2258
  DELRAY BEACH, FLORIDA 33444
  (305) 278-2295

Breeder -
  MRS. JOAN R. READ
  48 BERRY HILL ROAD
  OYSTER BAY, L.I. 11771
  (516) 922-4557

Sex - MALE
Color - RED GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 4 FEBRUARY 1967
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
  CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
  BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
  CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
  CH. WHINLATTER JANET
  CAN. CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN
  GAYBAR PRUDENCE

Dam:
  CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON
  BLU-FROST Foxy
  CH. UPLAND SPRING SILVER DOCTOR
  CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA
  CH. BLU-FROST AMANDA
  CH. UPLAND SPRING CARNABY
  CH. FARNON RANCOCK
  CH. FARNON FRAUDET
  QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL
  QUARTZHILL CORNFLOWER
  QUARTZHILL QUINCE
  QUARTZHILL PEANUTS
  CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
  CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
  CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
  CH. WHINLATTER JEMIMA
  CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON
  CH. HIGH RISING MINX
  CH. HIGH RISING TEMPERANCE
  PAX OF THE BRIARS
  VERONICA
  QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL
  QUARTZHILL CORNFLOWER
  CH. FARNON RANCOCK
  CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA
  QUARTZHILL QUINCE
  QUARTZHILL PEANUTS
CH. DAFFRAN JOEY THRUPEANCE

Owner -
CLIVE N. PILLSBURY
3452 CROMWELL PLACE
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92116
(714) 284-1233

Breeder -
MRS. D.M. THACKER
ENGLAND

A.K.C.# - RA 85500

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 8 OCTOBER 1972
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH, JW
CH. CULSWOOD BARRANGRE
PENNY WISE, JW
GHAITHAM CHOKKIE

Dam:
CH. JERICO TUPPENY
JERICO THRUPEANCE OF BADGWOOD
JERICO HAPPY GO LUCKY
JERICO WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICO PICKLE

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS, JW
CULSWOOD CADET
CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL
QUARTZHILL BOX
BARRANGRE SOLITUDE
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB, JW
BARRANGRE NON-I-NOO
CH. WHINLATTER CHARRADE, JW
WHINLATTER CANDLE
CH. JERICO WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICO LUCKY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE, JW
WHINLATTER HURRY
JERICO RED MISCHIEF, MFH Cert.
CH. JERICO HILL VIXEN

TOP WINNING NORWICH TERRIER FOR 1977 (KENNEL REVIEW SYSTEM)
SCORED GROUP FIRSTS IN BOTH '76 & '77. BOB WINNER MORE THAN
50 TIMES IN 1976-77. HE IS AT STUD WITH HANDLER, DOUG BUNDOCK,
2405 COFFEE LANE, SEBASTOPOL, CALIF. 95472
Owner –
CLIVE N. PILLSBURY
3452 CROMWELL PLACE
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92116

Breeder –
MRS. E. A. HARTWELL
ENGLAND

A.K.C. # – R 879552

Sex – MALE
Color – RED
Birth Date – 8 SEPTEMBER 1968
Ear Type – PRICK

Sire:

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

ENGLAND CH. RAGUS RAVEN’S WING

CH. RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

RAGUS GREAT JOY

VIZALNA VICEROY

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARESS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB, JN

RAGUS ROSE HONEY, CC

CHARING CROSS BACCIO

WHEATNOR PENGUIN

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE, JN

WHINLATTER CANDLES

RAGUS GREAT GUY

FOXYBROOK GENE

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARAMEL

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. CHARING CROSS BACCIO

CH. CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARILLON

ENGLAND CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIXER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TORTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER JASON

WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH

Dam:

CULSWOOD CADET

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

ENGLAND CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER

CH. RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARESS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER HYMN

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARESS

CHARING CROSS BACCIO

CH. CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARILLON

ENGLAND CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIXER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TORTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER JASON

WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH

CRUNCH WAS THE FIRST NORWICH TERRIER TO WIN A GROUP FIRST IN THE UNITED STATES AND THE FIRST IN THE WORLD TO WIN THREE. HE SPARKED WIDE-SPREAD RECOGNITION OF THE BREED IN THE U.S. RETIRED, HE IS NOW AT HOME WITH MISS HIETT, W. COVINA, CA.
CH. FARNDON ROMEO - DECEASED

Owner -
MRS. A. C. RANDOLPH
'OAKLEY'
UPPERVILLE, VA.

Breeder -
MRS. W. & MISS M. WEST
MARKET HARBOROUGH
ENGLAND

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - SEPTEMBER 1947
Died - 1963
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

PAX OF THE BRIARS

RAGS

VICTRIX

FOXIMIDIGE

CH. FARNDON RED DOG

TODDLEUMS

TOO FRESH

DAVID COPPERFIELD

AIRMAN'S FOXIANA

RED PEPPER

FOXIMIDIGE

CINDERS

JILL

WYCHDALE NOMAD

CH. FARNDON RED DOG

RUSSET

PEPPER

WYCHDALE NUCLEUS

VIXEN

Veronica

QUARTZHILL RAMPION

CH. PONTO THE SAGACIOUS DOG

TROUBLESOME TRIXIE

VIXIANA

REYNARD

AIRMAN'S FOXIANA

OUR PRESENT STOCK ARE ALL DESCENDED FROM THIS GREAT DOG AND MY ORIGINAL CHAMPION FROM MR. WEST, RACHEL I, A PRICK EAR BITCH, THE FIRST TO GAIN A U.S. CH. IN 1938.
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

Owner -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557

Breeder -
MRS. SMITH

A.K.C. # - R 610451

Sex - MALE
Color - RED & BLACK
Birth Date - 10 MAY 1967
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
DUSKIE OF REDCOTT
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN
DELMA OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY

Dam:

FOXYBROOK EMONA
FOXYBROOK HALF A BUG
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BUG
WHINLATTER CANDLE
RAGUS ROUGH RIDER
FOXYBROOK EVELYN
RAGUS GREAT GUY
RAGUS ROSANNA

QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY
QUARTZHILL MAMMA
BENNIE OF REDCOTT
MEDEE OF REDCOTT
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
CH. WHINLATTER CORAL
CH. WHINLATTER COR
NOVA OF EILIONMBRE

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
WAHN LATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
WHINLATTER CHARITY
RAGUS GREAT GUY
RAGUS ROSANNA
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
FOXYBROOK ESTELLE

BRAMBLE IS AN ALERT AND ACTIVE ELEVEN YEAR OLD. HIS GET ARE SOUND, HEALTHY, AND HANSDOME. THEY INCLUDE SIX BENCH CHAMPIONS AND THREE WITH OBEDIENCE DEGREES.
Owner -  
GRETA RICUCCI  
1321 GRESHAM ROAD  
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20904  
(301) 384-5402  

Breeder -  
HELEN GUTHRIE  
5104 MONTGOMERY STREET  
ANNANDALE, VA. 22003  
(703) 354-7488  

A.K.C. # - RA 408746  

Sex - MALE  
Color - RED  
Birth Date - 13 OCTOBER 1977  
Ear Type - PRICK  

Sire:  
CH.WINDYHILL FREDERICK  
CH.THRUMPTON'S LORD TIMBERSON  
CH.WASSAFORN'S PILLAR  

Dam:  
TINKER OF OAKLEY  
CH.OLYMPUS CHANTILLY  
CH.CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE  

OUR FIRST NORWICH, A CHRISTMAS PRESENT TO OURSELVES, VITO JOINS OUR POODLE AND MALTESE TO FORM OUR "THREE MUSKETEERS." HANDLED BY OUR DAUGHTER, LINDA PLUMMER, VITO WAS OUR LUCKY TICKET INTO THE DOG SHOW GAME. WEEKENDS HAVE BECOME FAMILY OUTINGS AND WE ARE THRILLED WITH THE SUCCESS OF THIS SUPER NORWICH! . . . . . . . . GRET AND RALPH RICUCCI
Owner - 
ANNE J. RIKER
88 W. RIVER ROAD
RUMSON, N.J. 07760
(201) 842-3584

Breeder - 
ANN D. CONOLLY
126 HIGHLAND AVENUE
GLEN COVE, N.Y. 11542
(516) OR 6-0362

A.K.C.# - RA 135270

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 21 MARCH 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIA

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDCROSS

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

QUARTZHILL BOX

FOXYBROOK EMONA

FOXYBROOK ESTHER

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA

**Dam:**

CHIDLEY FIONA

CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE

CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY

CHIDLEY MONSAGE

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA

DUSKIE OF REDCOTT

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

DELMA OF GOLDCROSS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER CANDLE

RAGUS ROUGH RIDER

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

JERICHO RED MISCHIEF

CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN

INT. CH. FARNDON RANDOLPH

CH. PEMBERTON TRINKET

CHIDLEY BERT

CHIDLEY LITTLE NELL

CHIDLEY KIRK

CH. WHEATNOR MERLIN

MELINDA OF OAKLEY
CH. NEVERSINK ESMERALDA & CH. NEVERSINK BIG RED

Owner -
ANNE J.RIKER & WILLIAM C.RIKER
88 W.RIVER ROAD
RUMSON,N.J. 07760
(201) 842-3584

Breeder -
ANNE J.RIKER

A.K.C.# - RA 377022
RA 387542

Sex - FEMALE, MALE
Color - BLACK & TAN, RED
Birth Date - 1 JUNE 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

photo credit M. English

Sire:

- CH.KING'S PREVENTION STORMY
  - ENG.AM.CH.RAGUS RAINMAKER
    - RAGUS ROSE HONEY
    - BILL SYKES
    - CH.UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

- CH.KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN

Dam:

- CH.QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
  - CH.QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
  - FOXYBROOK EMONA
  - CH.FEMBERTON TIMMIE
  - CHIDLEY SNALL CRAFT

- CH.GRASSMERE SCOTCH MIST
  - CHIDLEY FIONA

- CH.CHILDESTER GRAFT

CH.WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
CH.WHINLATTER COB
CH.RAGUS ROCK'N'ROLL
ENG.AM.CH.RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH.DOLLY VARDEN
CH.UPLAND SPRING JOCK
CH.PINK LADY
QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
CH.INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER
JERICHO POACHER (IMP)
CH.PEMBERTON TROPHY
CH.CHIDLEY MONTAGUE
MELINDA OF OAKLEY
RED CLAY CARAMEL

Owner -
JEANNE H. ROBERTS
CHARLOTTESVILLE
VIRGINIA

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# -

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 13 JANUARY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. THORNVILLE KNOW IT ALL
CH. CHIOLEY SMART ALEC
CH. QUARTZHILL KNIGHTON
CHIOLEY FIONA
AM. CAN. CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE
CH. THORNVILLE TREASURE
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
JERICHO HOPPY OLD LUCKY
CH. RED RAVEN

Dam:
RED CLAY BURFIE
INT. CH. JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD
JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY
CH. RED RAVEN

QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
FOXYBROOK EMMA
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
CHIOLEY SMALL CRAFT
ENG. AM. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
RAGUS GIPSY BREW
PEMBERTON TOM BOY
PEMBERTONordo

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
CH. WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICHO LUCKY
CH. RAGUS GODFELLOW
CH. UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY
CH. RAGUS GODFELLOW
CH. UPLAND SPRING WITCH GOLD

Caramel's dam is the sister of 3 homebred champions.
CH. AMITY LANE'S PANDORA

Owner -
RIC & MELINDA ROUTLEDGE
PO BOX 115
MONTPELIER, IND. 47359

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 348503

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 18 FEBRUARY 1977
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. THUMPTON'S LORD REDWOOD
CH. RGUS GOLDEN CHIP
THUMPTON'S RAGUS TEALEAF

Ch. RGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. RGUS RAVEN'S WING
RAGUS TWOPENNY

CH. RGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CH. RGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. JERicho WHINLATTER HEMP
CULSWOOD CARIAD

Dam:
CH. AMITY LANE'S FORTUNE COOKIE
CH. RGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

CH. RGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
CH. KGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

CH. KGUS PREVENTION FRODD
CH. KGUS PREVENTION TALLULA
CH. RGUS RAEMAKER
KF. KGUS PREVENTION GAY BRITTINA

CH. KGUS GOLDEN CHIP

AMITY LANE'S PANDORA HAS BEEN TO ONLY A FEW SHOWS BUT SHE HAS CAUSED MUCH INTEREST AMONG THE BREEDERS. FOR THIS, WE CONGRATULATE THE BREEDERS WHO CAME BEFORE US, WHO LAID THE FOUNDATION FOR US TO BUILD ON. AS YOU STUDY PANDORA'S PEDIGREE, YOU WILL NOTICE SHE IS INDEED FROM THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.
NINA OSA PAPRIKA DEL RINCON

Owner -
MARGURETTE SHOEMAKER
RT. 8 BOX 344
N LAZY H RANCH
TUCSON, ARIZ. 85730
(602) 791-7669

Breeder -
RICHARD A. KIDWELL
5321 E. 4TH STREET
TUCSON, ARIZ. 85711
(602) 327-6951

A.K.C. # - RA 232022

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 9 JULY 1975
Ears Type - PRICK

Sire:
- CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNY
  - BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
    - CH. HIGH RISING BAR MAID

Dam:
- CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
  - CH. CHEVIOT QUIYA OF TONKA
    - CH. WHINLATTER CANDLEWICK

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CAN. CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN
GAYBAR PRUDENCE
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
Eng. CH. WHINLATTER GEORGE
WHINLATTER CHATTAL

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIXER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIXER
WHINLATTER JENINA
CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON
CH. HIGH RISING MINX
CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON
CH. HIGH RISING TEMPERANCE
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CULSWOOD CADET
CARNOU XMAS CAROL
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER JANET
WHINLATTER COSTER
WHINLATTER CLOUD

I RECEIVED MY FIRST NORWICH, PEPPER, 9/75. HER BREEDING TO HANNING'S CH. RAGUS LEPRECHAUN PRODUCED A HANDSOME DOG AND THE BREEDING WILL BE REPEATED. THANKS TO BOTH HANNINGS AND KIDWELLS FOR THEIR JUDICIOUS ADVICE AND FOR MY START IN THIS WONDERFUL LITTLE BREED.
CH. KARATAI ALLEGRO

Owner -
CAROLE & CABANNE SMITH
47 TUNBRIDGE ROAD
HAVERFORD, PA. 19041
(215) 896-6873
KARATAI

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 130130

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 11 FEBRUARY 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
STONEY MEADOWS DEVEN

CH. GRANGE CURRENT RUN

CH. SHANNEE’S SUNSHINE BISCUIT

Dam:
JERICHO PLAYFAIR

JERICHO TUREBBLE CHANCE

CH. JERICHO TUPPENNY

JERICHO ROGUE

CH. JERICHO GOLD SOVEREIGN

CH. JERICHO PIXIE

BLU-FROST PETER PIPER

CH. NOOD HILL’S BISCUIT

CH. LONGWAY’S FELIX

BRADASH GAY GIRL

CH. LONGWAY’S FELIX

WHINLATTER HESTA

BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER

BLU-FROST KATHIE

CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL

CH. JERICHO PICKLE

JERICHO THREPENCE OF BADGEMOOD

JERICHO PIXIE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A ROR

JERICHO GINGERNUT

CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP

CH. JERICHO PICKLE

AFTER FINISHING, "CHOCOLATE" WAS BRED AND IS NOW WATCHING HER ENGAGING PROGENY BE SHOWN - WHILE SHE ENJOYS RUN OF THE HOUSE.
CH. WINDY HILL EDWARD

Owner -
MRS. HORATIO J. SNYDER
BALLYDRUM KENNELS
SIMMONS LANE
GREENWICH, CONN. 06830
(203) 661-8215

Breeder -
JOHAN OSTROW
BOX 722, R.D. #3
MOHNTON, PENNA. 19540
(215) 856-7493

A.K.C. # - RA 245223

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 14 AUGUST 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. BEECHBROOK BIG BEN
CH. MALERIC STRONGBON
M. MALERIC RAVENS SEA PINK
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS WHEATMORE RAVEN
INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CULLSWOOD CADET
CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

Dam:
WINDYHILL ANNE
CH. BARGRANGE PENNYWISE
INT. CH. CULLSWOOD CRISP
CH. CULLSWOOD FAIRY RING
GRANTHAM CHICKIE
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CULSWOOD CADET

GUSTO IS A STURDY, WELL-BALANCED DOG WITH EXCELLENT BONE AND SUBSTANCE. HE HAS A BEAUTIFUL HEAD, AND A VERY HARD, RICH RED COAT, BUT MOST OF ALL HE HAS AN OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY WITH ALL OF THE JOIE DE VIVRE HIS NAME IMPLIES.
CH. POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL

Owner
EDITH STEGING &
SALLY BAUNIET
RT.3,SPRING LANE
SHEBOYGAN FALLS,WI.53085
(414) 467-2386

Breeder -
SALLY BAUNIET

A.K.C.# - RA.320612

Sex - MALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 23 MAY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

AM.CAN.CH.CULSWOOD CORKERPLATE,CD

ENG.CH.CULSWOOD CRUNCH

RAGUS GIPSY BREW

Dam:

CH.WINDY HILL ALICE

ENG.CH.CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENGY

CH.CULSWOOD CRISP

CH.POMIRISH BEAU BRUMMEL WON THE NTC MEDALLION AT STURGIS IN 1977 GOING BOB FROM THE CLASSES OVER SPECIALS."BEAU" FINISHED WITH A GROUP 2 ON MAY 26,1978. HE'S A VERY SOUND, SHOWY, BEAUTIFULLY TEMPERED DOG. HIS LITTER MATE,CH.POMIRISH BLACK RASBERRY, FINISHED AT 11 MONTHS FROM PUPPY CLASSES WINNING THE NTC 1976 HIGH RISING TROPHY."BERRY" IS A BEAUTIFUL SOUND MOVER.
Owner -
VIMY RIDGE KENNELS
CLIFFORD & ENID HALLMARK
60 EAST MAIN STREET
MENDHAM, N.J. 07945
(201) 543-4842

Breeder -
MRS. MARGARET CULLIS
STOCKTON, ENGLAND

A.K.C.# - RA 291050

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 19 SEPTEMBER 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
ENG.CH.RAGUS FAIR SUNKIN

ENG.CH.RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

FOXEBROOK EGGS FLIP

Dam:
VERBENA OF CULSWOOD

ENG.CH.CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

"BOBBY" WINNER OF TWO CONSECUTIVE BOB AT WESTMINSTER, NOW PROVING HIS
WORTH AS A SIRE - EXCELLING IN MOVEMENT, TYPE AND SIZE. WATCH FOR HIM
AND HIS OFFSPRING.
COBBLES PRAYING PATRICK

Owner -
HAROLD M. & SUSAN vonHAGN
"COBBLES"
1185 HOLE CIRCLE
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80915
(303) 574-5613

Breeder -
MARY W. vonHAGN
9 COBBLES PARK WEST
ELMIRA, NEW YORK 14905
(607) 734-5071

A.K.C.# - RA 213176

Sex - MALE
Color - WHEATEN RED
Birth Date - 17 MARCH 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. GRANGE CURRANT BUN
STONEY MEADOWS DEVON
SHAWNEE'S SUNSHINE BISCUIT

Dam:
BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
COBBLES HONEY BEAR
GRANGE HIGH HOPES

CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN
CH. SWANEE'S CRICKET
CH. SWANEE'S JOHNKIE

CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
CH. NOD HILL'S CRICKET
CH. NOD HILL'S JOHNNIE

CH. SWANEE'S CRICKET
CH. SWANEE'S CRICKET
CH. SWANEE'S CRICKET

CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT

BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
BROADASH GAY GIRL

CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
WINNÍATTER HESTA
BRUMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER
BLU-FROST KATHIE

CH. WINNÍATTER CHARADE
CH. WINNÍATTER JANET
HIGH RISING URCHIN
CAN. CH. GAYBAR PRUDENCE

INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
BROADASH GAY GIRL

PATRICK HAS BEEN SHOWN IN A LIMITED NUMBER OF SHOWS AND ALWAYS GIVES HIS BEST. AT HIS THIRD SHOW HE WAS BEST OF BREED OVER THE THEN #1 NORWICH. AT MONTGOMERY 1977, PATRICK WAS RESERVE WINNERS DOG IN STIFF COMPETITION. HIS OFFSPRING SHOW HIS TYPE AND TEMPERAMENT WHILE BEING LOVING COMPANIONS.
**CH. SIR ROMEO OF COBBLES**

Owner -
HAROLD M. & SUSAN vonHAGN
"COBBLES"
1185 HOLE CIRCLE
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80915
(303) 574-5613

Breeder -
MARY W. vonHAGN
9 COBBLES PARK WEST
ELMIRA, NEW YORK 14905
(607) 734-5071

A.K.C. # - RA 158911

Sex - MALE
Color - GRIZZLE
Birth Date - 11 FEBRUARY 1974
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE

CH. VINCENT OF CULSWOOD

CULSWOOD FAIRY ROSE

GRANTHAM CHOKKIE

CULSWOOD CADET

CARNIO CHRISTMAS CAROL

INT. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

INT. CH. RAJUS RAINMAKER

CH. RAJUS GOLDEN CHIP

CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

BARGRANGE ADAM

BARGRANGE MANDY

VIZALMA VICO ROY

CARNIO CHRISTMAS CARESS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER HYMN

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

BAGUS ROSE HONEY

INT. CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

JERICHO WITCH

ENG. AM. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. LONGBAY'S PANDORA

REDASH WHISKEY

JERICHO GIN

**Dam:**

BILL SYKES

GRANGE HIGH HOPES

HIGH TOR'S GRANGE GAMBIT

CH. DOLLY VARDEN

CH. LONGBAY'S FELIX

CH. RAJUS GOLDEN CHIP

BAGUS ROSE HONEY

INT. CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

JERICHO WITCH

ENG. AM. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. LONGBAY'S PANDORA

REDASH WHISKEY

JERICHO GIN

ROMEO IS A BEAUTIFULLY CONFORMED DOG, GRIZZLY RED IN COLOR AND TRUE TO TYPE. HE HAS HAD AN IMPRESSIVE SHOW CAREER NEVER TAKING ANYTHING LESS THAN FIRST IN THE CLASSES. SHOWN AS A SPECIAL, HE WAS RATED 9TH IN 1976 AND 5TH MID-YEAR 1977 WITH LIMITED SHOWING AND CONSISTENT WINS.
**Owner:**
MRS. ULYSSES D.E. WALDEN
1002 PASEO DE LA CUMA
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 988-1631

**Breeder:**
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

**A.K.C.#** - RA 409500

**Sex** - MALE
**Color** - RED
**Birth Date** - 12 AUGUST 1977
**Ear Type** - PRICK

---

**Sire:**
- WITCHWOOD'S DINGO
- WITCHWOOD'S PENELOPE
- BILL SYKES
- CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

**Dam:**
- STONEY MEADOWS DEVON
- GRANGE PINAFORE
- CH. GRAIGE CURRANT BUN
- SHAWNEE'S SUNSHINE BISCUIT
- QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
- HIGH TOR'S GRAINGAMBIT

**CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP**
- CULSWOOD FAIRY QUEEN
- CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
- WITCHWOOD'S GINNET
- ENGLAND'S RAGUS RAINE MAKER
- CH. DOLLY VARDEN
- CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
- CH. PINK LADY
- CH. SHANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN
- HIGH TOR'S GRAINGAMBIT
- CH. SHANEE'S CRICKET
- CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT
- QUARTZHILL BOX
- QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
- CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
- BRADASH GAY GIRL

---

**KING'S PREVENTION BLACK SHEEP**

KING'S PREVENTION BLACK SHEEP IS NAMED FOR OUR BLACK SHEEP POODLES.
OUR CH. KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGE IT (FULL SISTER TO SERENA) AND
KING'S PREVENTION TEMPEST, BEST PUPPY IN THE 1973 N.T.C. MATCH,
WELCOMED YOUNG BLACK SHEEP, WHO IS ON HIS WAY TO HIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
King's Prevention Crispin

Owner -
George Abbott White
The Ditchling Kennels
C/o Eliot House
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
(617) 495-5621

Breeder -
Alice E. Gough

A.K.C. # - RA 155407

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Birth Date - 1 March 1974
Ear Type - Prick

Sire:

King's Prevention Mr. Maxwell

Ch. King's Prevention Macmillan
Ch. King's Prevention Ginger Snap
Ch. Chidley Montague
Melinda of Oakley

Ch. G. Currant Bun
Shawnee's Sunshine Biscuit
Quartzhill Bartonia
High Tor's Grange Gambit

Dam:

Stone Meadows Devon

King's Prevention North Star

Grange Pinafore

Ch. Highland Spring Blue Quill
Ch. King's Prevention Hardy Bear
Grange Dustpan
Ch. Chidley Bert
Ch. Chidley Little Nell
Ch. Oakley Kirk
Ch. Wheatnor Merlin

Ch. Shawnee's Gingerbread Man
High Tor's Grange Gambit
Ch. Shawnee's Cricket
Ch. Nog Hill's Biscuit
Quartzhill Box
Quartzhill Delrose of Golden Cross
Ch. Longsways Felix
Brashay Gay Girl

King's Prevention Crispin is a strong and alert dog noted for his temperament. His first mating resulted in Ch. King's Prevention Sally and his most recent progeny, a litter of five with King's Prevention Maude, show great promise.
CH. JAYBE'S BEOWUF THE BOLD

Owner -
GLENN E. WILLS
TODWIL
ROUTE 1, BOX 235A
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 549-1857

Breeder -
BARRY & JO CROWN
12305 SW 70th COURT
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33156
(305) 666-7209

A.K.C. # - RA 42404

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 8 DECEMBER 1972
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
BILL SYKES
CH. PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS
ELIZA Doolittle

Dam:
CH. JERICHO GOLD SOVEREIGN
CH. JERICHO GOLDEN HONEY

CH. JERICHO GINGERNUT
CH. JERICHO ROGUE
CH. JERICHO GINGERNUT

CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
CH. DOLLY VARDEN
CHIDLEY TINY TIM
COSASAM'S PENNYWISE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
CH. JERICHO WITCH
CH. CHIDLEY ERT
CH. CHIDLEY LITTLE NELL
Wheatnor Ruff
COSASAM'S WHISKERS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
MILNATTER CANDLE
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
CH. JERICHO GIN
CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL
CH. JERICHO PICKLE
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
CH. JERICHO GIN

A TOP PRODUCER - HIS FIRST LITTER OF THREE ALL FINISHED IN SHORT ORDER,
INCLUDING GROUP WINNER CH. TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLIE WIZER.
ENG. AM. CH. NORWELSTON MR. CHAN

Owner -
GLENN E. WILLS
ROUTE 1, BOX 235A
CARBONDALE, IL. 62901
(618) 549-1857

Breeder -
PETER E. BAKEWELL
147 HORNINGLOW ROAD NORTH
BURTON-ON-TRENT
STAFFS. ENGLAND

A.K.C. # - RA 422750

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 24 MAY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
THURPON'S LORD TREVOR
CH. THURPON'S LORD TIMBERSON
THURPON'S LADY TEETER

Dam:
THURPON'S LADY VATERIE
ENG. CH. THURPON'S LORD REDWOOD
THURPON'S RAGUS TEALEAF
THURPON'S LADY STELLA
THURPON'S LADY KATE

ENG. CH. THURPON'S LORD REDWOOD
ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIPS
THURPON'S RAGUS TEALEAF
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER COPY

ENG. CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIPS
THURPON'S RAGUS TEALEAF
ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER COPY

TYPEY AND SOUND - TEMPERAMENT A PURE DELIGHT
FIRST CROP OF PUPPIES EXCEPTIONALLY PROMISING
CH. TODWIL'S THE WEE WILLIE WIZER

Owners -
GLENN E. WILLS
ROUTE 1, BOX 235A
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 549-1857

CLAIRE F. LIPKA
706 STRAUB ROAD
MANCHESTER, MO 63011
(314) 227-9795

Breeder -
GLENN E. WILLS

A.K.C.# - RA 318894

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 9 MAY 1976
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. JAYBE'S BEDOUF THE BOLD

CH. PEMBERTON HENRY HIGGINS

CH. JERICHO HOPEFUL

CH. JERICHO GOLD SOVEREIGN

CH. JERICHO GOLDEN HONEY

BILL SYKES

ELIZA DOOLITTLE

CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. DOLLY VARDEN

CHILDEE TINY TIM

COSAM'S PENNYWISE

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

CH. JERICHO GINGERNUT

JERICHO ROGUE

CH. JERICHO GINGERNUT

CH. CULSWOOD CROUCH

GRANTHAM CHOOKIE

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD BARGRAIG PENNYWISE

ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CANDY

CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH

ENG. CH. WIMPLANDREY LILLIPUT

CH. MOUNTAIN BROOK RHAPSODY

BLU-FROST PETER PIPER

KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAIZ

CH. WHINLATTER CHORAL

CH. HIGH RISING BEAUMAID

CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

GROUP WINNER
A BORN SHOWMAN
HE LOVES EVERY MINUTE OF IT
CH. SHAWNEE'S WICKET KEEP

Owner -
MARGARETTA WOOD
TERRAPIN
1020 MT. PLEASANT ROAD
BRYN MAWR, PA. 19010
(215) 527-4191

Breeder -
MRS. S. POWELL GRIFFITTS (DEC.)

A.K.C.# - RA 215177

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 7 MARCH 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET
{ CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
{ CH. LONGWAY'S PANDORA
{ CHARING CROSS BACCIO
{ CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARILLON
{ WHINLATTER HESTA

Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Hiker
{ Allercombe Hot Potato
{ Ch. Oakley Kirk
{ Ch. Whinlatter Clipa
{ Ch. Upland Spring Demon
{ Charing Cross Chatelaine
{ Whinlatter Charade
{ CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL
{ CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CAIP
{ CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
{ BARGRANGE ADAM
{ BARGRANGE MANNY

Dam:
WHINLATTER CHARRY TIPS
{ CH. CULSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNYWISE
{ GRANTHAM CHOKKIE
{ WHINLATTER COSTER
{ WHINLATTER CLOUD
{ WHINLATTER HESTA
{ WHINLATTER COPY

Whinlatter Cob
{ Ch. Whinlatter Herald
{ Whinlatter Copy
CH. RED OAK MISCHIEF MAKER

Owner:
DR. & MRS. H. THOMAS YOLKEN
RED OAK, BONDAGE DRIVE
LAYTONSVILLE
MARYLAND 20760
(301) 926-0925

Breeder:
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 225822

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 14 MARCH 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:

KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR
BARTON'S MINI SKIRT MINI

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL

King's Prevention Gay Britina
King's Prevention Happy Bear
Chisley Little Tammy Barton

Dam:

RIVER BEND SIMON
KING'S PREVENTION SMUGGLER
KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ

WHINLATTER JAVITY
QUARTZHILL TAWNY GRISETTE
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

WHINLATTER JEM
JERICHO TACKLE
QUARTZHILL MILLET
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
CH. PINK LADY

MISCHIEF MAKER COMPLETED HIS CHAMPIONSHIP WITHIN 17 DAYS IN THE SPRING OF 1976 WITH 4 MAJOR WINS INCLUDING 3 TIMES BEST OF WINNERS AND ONCE BEST OF BREED (OVER SPECIALS) FROM THE OPEN CLASS.
CH. RED OAK RAMSEY

Owner -
DR. & MRS. H. THOMAS YOLKEN
RED OAK, BONDAGE DRIVE
LAYTONSVILLE
MARYLAND 20760
(301) 926-0925

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 269820

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 10 AUGUST 1975
Ear Type - PRICK

Sire:
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
QUARTZHILL BOX
FOXYBROOK EMINA
QUARTZHILL DELORESE OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER
KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
BARTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR
BARTON'S MINI SKIRT MINI
KING'S PREVENTION SNUGGLER
RIVER BEND SIMON
KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND JAZZ

Dam:
BURTON'S LITTLE BUMPER BEAR
CH. KING'S PREVENTION RED RASCAL
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
CH. WHINLATTER JADE
BURTON'S MINI SKIRT MINI
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
CH. QUARTZHILL DELORESE OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE
RAGUS ROUGH RIDER
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
RAGUS ROUGH RIDER
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
FOXYBROOK EVELYN
CH. WHINLATTER JADE
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR

BEST PUPPY, NORWICH TERRIER CLUB MATCH, 1976: WINNER OF WHINLATTER TROPHY, KING'S PREVENTION JOHN BULL BOWL, CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN SALVER; WINNERS DOG, 1977 SPECIALTY SHOW; JOHN PAUL JONES TROPHY, 1977; ENTERED EXCLUSIVELY IN BRED BY EXHIBITOR CLASS, ACCRUING 3 CLUB MEDALS BEFORE COMPLETING CHAMPIONSHIP.
Owner -
JULIA J. YOUNG
(MRS. ROSLYN D. YOUNG JR.)
3804 BRADLEY LANE
CHEVY CHASE, MD. 20015
(301) 654-3345

Breeder -
JEAN E. SWENSEN

A.K.C.# - RA 73217

Sex - MALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 16 JUNE 1973
Ear Type - PRICK

**Sire:**

KING'S PREVENTION NEVIL LARCH

- ENGLISH CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
- RAGUS ROSE HONEY
- CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
- WHINLATTER CARRIE
- DUNKIRK'S FIDDLESTICKS
- KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP
- CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
- MAY GIRL BLOSSOM
- CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER CANDLE
- CH. WHINLATTER COB
- CH. RAGUS ROCK'N'ROLL
- CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER IYMP
- CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
- WHINLATTER CHARITY
- ENGLISH CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
- OUR LITTLE MUDPIE
- CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
- GRANGE DUSTPAN
- ENGLISH CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIDER
- CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA
- RUDOLPH
- UPLAND SPRING GINGER QULL

**Dam:**

CHAGRIN'S HONEY BEAR GINGER

- HONEY BEAR BLOSSOM
- KING'S PREVENTION MIGGLE WHIR
- KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP
- CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
- MAY GIRL BLOSSOM

"RAISIN" IS SHOWN AT THE BUCKS COUNTY KENNEL CLUB SHOW - MAY 1977 - NORWICH SPECIALTY WINNING BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX UNDER MRS. WEAR.
CH. KIMBERLEY KING'S PREVENTION IS AT STUD.
EARLY ROOTS

BABBLING BINKS

BABBLING BINKS is the common ancestor of drop-ears Tiny Tim of Biffin and Am. Ch. Merry of Beaufin who carry the black and tan genes, and prick-ears Ch. Bigger Banger, Quartzhill Rampion, and Wychdale Nucleus, all of whom carried the black and tan gene.

AIRMAN’S SAM BROWNE
July 17, 1933

The first American drop-ear champion dog, black and tan, is also his descendant.
Ch. Red Wraith was bred and owned by Mr. P.G. Anguish, Ipswich, Great Britain.
Born June 14, 1946, common ancestor of today's black and tan Norfolks, he carried the black and tan gene through his prick-eared ancestors, Farndon Red Dog, Quartzhill Rampion, as well as Tiny Tim of Biffin.
...considered "a lovely dog and to my mind a perfect type, excels in head with neat correctly carried drop-ears. A gorgeous rich coat and looks like tackling any job he is asked to do."

extracts from judge
Mrs. A.F. Mirrlees
December 1947

Sire:

Sire:

WYMondley Grenadier

\{ COLONSAY WAR SCAR \}
\{ COLONSAY BONFIRE \}
\{ COLONSAY FLAMING ONION \}
\{ CH. FARNDON RED DOG \}
\{ SOUTHMORE BANTAM \}

Dam:

Dam:

SNELSTON ROGUE

\{ COLONSAY GOLDEN ARROW \}
\{ CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN \}
\{ KINMOUNT PIP \}

Ch. Red Wraith was the first post-war drop-ear champion. His black-backed grandson, Hunston Holy Smoke ('52) was an important link during the next decade and despite the universal color prejudice of the day, had show ring successes. His other important descendant who also carried the black and tan gene, was Eiel Spruce, a compact extrovert and the most dominant sire of the fifties.
CH. ICKWORTH READY 1967-1972

Few dogs reach such heights in our breed and though he lived his brief four-plus years in England, Ch. Ickworth Ready will long be mourned on both sides of the Atlantic. The result of mother-son breeding as a sire he begot 5 English champions, two of which have Int. Scand. titles. He also sired a pair of American champions. His daughter, the leading English brood bitch, Ch. Ragus Brown Sugar, is the dam of five champions, while one son, Inc. Ch. Ickworth Kythe of Ryslip, since his return from Sweden, is again among the top English stud dogs.

Ready was bred by Mrs. Rhalou Kirby-Peace, a noted breeder-judge with an inherited eye from her father, the originator of the Bruce-Low theory on inheritance.

"Ready’s” record includes first and second in terrier groups at Glasgow and Windsor championship shows; three BIS all breeds at open events, and seventeen CC’s. He never lost to another Norfolk when judged by breed specialists who universally found him a live example of the standard ideal with a compelling personality to match the perfection of his form.

CH. NANFAN HECKLE 1963-1976

Heckle was the foremost example of a well-planned “nick” that produced champions in three litters (Am. Ch. Nanfan Hoppocket, Swedish Ch. Nanfan Hoppicker, Ch. Nanfan Halleluia, Eng. Am. Ch. Nanfan Hayrake, R. Ch. Nanfan Haydolly). As his dam’s milk failed, he was hand reared four days after whelping, and was never sick or sorry in his life. Perhaps he became a supreme personage and producer because of the innate assurance he gained as a beloved “orphan” of the exuberant Taylor lads and because of the dedicated care of his breeder, Joy.

He retired from ring competition in ’68 after gaining 6 CC’s and three record setting Best of Breeds at Crufts.

Prolific, virile, and dominant, he remained king of his own realm until he died in his sleep. It shall soon be impossible to find a Norfolk pedigree without his name. Heckle was a lucky dog, appreciated by his owners and other breeders. Both used him wisely to perpetuate the best of his breed’s heritage.

He left a dozen English champions to his credit and three of these also have AKC titles: Nanfan NogBad the Bad, Nanfan Nyiad, and Badgewood Bonnie. Nogbad bred to his full sister Nyiad’s daughter produced an outstanding winner-producer, Ch. Mt. Paul Rowdy.

Heckle’s last Nanfan Champion Sweetapple won a Terrier Group and has a Swedish champion littermate. With six champions of each sex, his daughter Ch. Nanfan Snapshot is one of the three leading brood bitches with 5 champions to her credit including an English and International champion.
WINNING NORFOLK AND THEIR LINEAGE

CH. ICKWORTH READY

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

Photographs by
Sally Anne Thompson
LEADING NORFOLK SIRES

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY, J.W. (DOG)
Breeder and owner: MRS. E. O'HANLON. Born: June 2nd, 1958

Sire:
Gotoground
Foxhunter

Ragus Solomon Grundy
Ragus Tiddywinks

Dam:
Ragus
Merry Maid

Ch. Waveney Valley Alder
Ch. Waveney Valley Alder

Colonsay Didlum Buck
Congham Lizzie

Eiel Spruce C.C.
Pennis of Waveney Valley

Congham Merry Moth

Linebred to Ch. Waveney Valley Alder, this outstanding show dog held his own against prick-ear competition and paved the way for separation. He won CC’s as both a Norwich and a Norfolk. Considered by many, the epitome of a working show dog.

CH. NANFAN NOBLEMAN J.W. (Dog)
Breeder and Owner: Mrs. M.J. Taylor
Born: September 2nd, 1970

Sire:
Ch. Nanfan Heekle J.W.
Nogbad the Bad
Nanfan Needle C.C.

Nanfan Nimble
Nanfan Hayseed

Gotoground Moley dual C.C.
Ch. Nanfan Nimbus

Dam:
Ch. Nanfan Heekle J.W.
Nanfan Noctis
Nanfan Nobility

Nanfan Nimble
Nanfan Hayseed

Nanfan Buckwheat
Ch. Nanfan Nimbus

CH. NANFAN NOBLEMAN J.W. - note the very close breeding of this dominant stud and its similar pedigree pattern to his pre-potent Norwich contemporary, Ch. Trumpton Lord Redwood. Ch. Mt. Paul Rowdy is Nobleman’s influential American bred half brother through their sire. Nobleman’s photo is in the Nanfan Group photo.

CH. RAGUS WHIPCORD
Breeder & Owners: Mrs. M.G. and Miss L.A. Bunting
Born: October 5, 1971

Sire:
Ragus
Humprey Bear

Ragus Nimble
Ch. Edburton Hilarity

Gotoground Moley dual C.C.
Ch. Nanfan Nimbus

Ch. Nanfan Heekle J.W
Ragus Penny Wise

Dam:
Ragus Sir Bear dual C.C.
Ragus Who Dat

Ragus Winnie the Pooh

Withalder We Winjam
Withalder We Stout

Ch. Nanfan Earwig
Ch. Withalder We Wingding

Ch. Ragus Whipcord, J.W., the first Norfolk black back to gain his title. Undoubtedly, his color descends from Red Duster of Redlawn, Eiel Spruce, and Hunston Holy Smoke, himself a black and tan of the 50’s back to Red Wraith, Tiny Tim of Biffin, and Prick-ear, Ch. Farndon Red Dog and Smudge.
ALL TIME LEADING NORFOLK DAMS

THE NANNAN GROUP

Girl with Ch. Snapshot

Joy Taylor with Am. Ch. Stormcock

Girl with Sickle, Ch. Nobleman, & Ch. Cinnamon

Sire:
- Ch. Gotground Widgeon Bunny
  - Gotground Foxhunter
  - Ragus Merry Maid

Ragus Solomon Grundy
- Gotground Tiddlywinks
- Ch. Waveney Valley Alder
- Congham Merry Mirth

Dam:
- Ch. Hunston Hedge Betty
  - Ch. Waveney Valley Alder
  - Hunston Heralds

Eiel Spruce, CC
- Pennie of Waveney Valley
- Hunston Herald
- Hunston Ha Penny

GOTOGROUND CUCKOO (Ch. Gotground Widgeon Bunny x Hunston Hedge Betty), sister of Gotground Diana, gran-dam of Ch. Ickworth Ready, dam of 4 and 1 Eng.-Am. champions between 1963 and 1971 by three different sires all also related to Ch. Gotground Widgeon Bunny.

______________________________

Sire:
- Ch. Nanfan Hebble Jw
  - Nanfan Nimble

Nanfan Nimbos
- Nanfan Hayseed

Dam:
- Gaynuror Golden Spangle
  - Moortop Risty

Gaynuror
- Hunston Hardnut
- Fluellen Lucy Glitters

NANNAN SNAPSHOT, (Bitch)
Breeder and Owner: Mrs. N. J. Taylor
Born: February 10, 1967

CH. NANNAN SNAPSHOT, 1067 (Ch. Nanfan Hebble, J.W. x Gaynuror Golden Spangle) dam of 4 and 1 Int. Champions by Ch. Nanfan Nobleman, J.W., a double Ch. Hebble grandson.

______________________________

Sire:
- Ch. Ickworth Ready J.W.
  - Kirby Freddy

Kirby Freddyo
- Kirby Tresarden Curvet

CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR (Bitch)
Breeder & Owners: Mrs. & Miss Bunton
Born: March 1, 1972

Dam:
- Ch. Ragus Bewitched
  - Ragus Sir Beer dual C.C.

Ragus Baby Doll
- Ch. Edsburton Jackeroo
- Ragus Bumble Bee

CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR, 1972 (Ch. Ickworth Ready, J.W. x Ch. Ragus Bewitched) has had 4 and 1 Eng. Am. champions in four litters by the black and tan Ch. Ragus Whipcord, J.W.
FOUNDOING A NORFOLK LINE

Colonsay was the stronghold for drop-ears during World War II. These dogs, placed to work on neighboring farms, held the record for 150 rats during an afternoon's threshing. There was local demand for these thrifty keepers. Discouraged by the drop-ear ring defeats and changing show type of prick-ears, Miss Macfie led the movement to breed separation, accomplished in 1964, shortly before her death.

TINY TIM OF BIFFIN (Ch. Biffin of Beaufin x Little Jane) became the founding sire of Miss Macfie's Colonsays in 1935. He carried the black and tan gene and was reportedly "a small hard game sort, full of terrier character."

CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN - good headed with dark eyes, pronounced stop and hard wavy close-lying coat of rich red. He was short backed, had heavy bone, and lacked rear angulation. He got his championship at 3½, just three years after breed recognition in 1932. His two most influential sons were Miss Macfie's drop-ear, Tiny Tim of Biffin and Mr. West's prick-ear, Red Pepper. His daughter, Ch. Merry, is on the cover.

LITTLE JANE (Carr x Susan) excelled in head, expression, and coat. She is also the dam of David Copperfield, a prick-ear influence and daughter Dawn of Cynval who strongly influenced the Colonsays through her son, Snelsdon Rogue.
Colonsay Fag Wagger, We Three, and Flip (right side) were sire, grandsire, and common ancestor of Ch. Colonsay Kelly's Eye, the foundation bitch for the Bethway Kennel in 1954.

Ch. Colonsay's Kelly Eye from whom all Bethway dogs are descended.

Ch. Bethway's Tony (Hunston High Flier X Ch. Colonsay Kelly's Eye) the only American grandson of Ch. Waveney Valley Alder and the sire of 5 Bethway Champions.

Ch. Colonsay Kelly's Eye holds the all time brood bitch record with 6 drop-ear champions from 3 different studs.

Barbara Fournier with Chs. Bethway's Scarlet and Cricket, producing granddaughters of Ch. Colonsay Kelly's Eye.
ANDERSCROFT RUFFIAN

Owner -
ANDERSCROFT KENNELS, REG.
JANE M. ANDERSON
PEQUOTSEPOS ROAD
MYSTIC, CONN. 06355
(203) 536-3104

Breed -
OWNER

A.K.C. # - RA 253834

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 6 JULY 1975
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. MT. PAUL RONDOY
CH. MT. PAUL NANFAN, XTC

Ch. Nanfan Heckle
Nanfan Needle
Tarheels High Trump
Eng. Am. Ch. Nanfan Nyiaod

Dam:
Ch. Ickworth Ready
Ragus Bread Crumb

Ch. Ragus Bewitched

Ragus Sir Bear
Ragus Baby Doll

Ch. Nanfan Nimble
Nanfan Hayseed
Gotoground Moley
Ch. Nanfan Nimbus
Ch. Robinott Trumpcard
Wensum Tiger Lily
Ch. Nanfan Heckle
Nanfan Needle
Nanfan Nimble
Nanfan Hannah
Kirkby Freddy
Gotoground Diana
Withalder We Winjam
Withalder We Stout
Ch. Edourton Jackeroo
Ragus Bumble Bee

CH. KINSPRIT NUTCRACKER

Owner -
DR. JOHN A. BABETT
103 EAST PEMBREY DRIVE
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19803
(302) 478-3422

Breeder -
ELLEN B. KENNELLY
BOX 3883
GREENVILLE, DELAWARE 19807

A.K.C.# - RA 87396

Sex - MALE
Color - WHEATEN
Birth Date - 8 OCTOBER 1973
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

NANFAN TERRAPIN

NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH. MEADOWER FOXHUNTER

CASTLE POINT TWINING

Dam:
NANFAN NIMBLE

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GUMDROP

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

WENDOVER APPLE

CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

GOTOGROUND GUNNER

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

NANFAN NETTLE
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

Owner -
MRS. STEVENS BAIRD
MENDHAM ROAD
BERNARDSVILLE
NEW JERSEY 07924
(201) 766-0046

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - R 692571

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 22 MARCH 1969
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

NANFAN TERRAPIN

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GUMDROP

Dam:

CASTLE POINT WITHERS

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

WENDOVER APPLE

CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT TWINING

CH. WENDOVER TIDDLY WINKS

CH. BETHWAY'S POUND

GEE GEE

CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS

CH. PARTREE COBBLER

CH. PAUL BRIDGET

CH. RED MRAITH

COLONSAY CAULK

GEORGE PINCH

CASTLE POINT TEAPOT
ARAMIS EQUALS THE RECORD OF MY FIRST HOME-BRED CHAMPION, BRIGHAM YOUNG, AS A SIRE OF EIGHT CHAMPIONS. HE ENDOWS HIS GET WITH SUBSTANCE, HARSH COATS, LEVEL TOPLINES, AND SOUND MOVEMENT. HE DESCENDS FROM ELEL SPRUCE '48 SEVEN TIMES AND IS THE LEADING DROP EAR PRODUCER OF ALL TIME.
CH. BETHWAY'S JOHN BOY

Owner -
BETHWAY KENNELS
BARBARA S. FOURNIER
ROUTE 3, BOX 95-G
ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
(505) 983-3087

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 143454

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 3 MAY 1973
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. BETHWAY'S JOHN

CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE

CH. BETHWAY'S MANDY

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JIM

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

CH. BETHWAY'S MR. CHIPS

CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET

CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET

CH. BETHWAY'S JOHN

Dam:
CH. BETHWAY'S MISS CHOP

CH. BETHWAY'S MR. CRICKET

CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET

CH. BETHWAY'S TONY

CH. BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKER BELL

VENISON TINKER BELL

CH. RAGUS SWEET WILLIAM

GRAND VALLEY PANDA

COLONSAY FAG WAGGER

COLONSAY GRANDY

CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE

CH. BETHWAY'S PORIA

RAGUS SOLIDON GRUNDY

RAGUS BRANDY SNAP

CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE

CH. BETHWAY'S MANDY

RAGUS SOLIDON GRUNDY

RAGUS BRANDY SNAP

HUNSTON HIGH FLYER

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER

ROBINCOTT TANGO

THIS LAST SON OF THE EXCELLENT PRODUCER, CH. JOHN, IS THE RESULT OF A SIRE TO GRAND-DAUGHTER MATING. DESPITE LIMITED STUD OPPORTUNITIES IN THIS AREA, A VERY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF HIS GET ARE PROVEN SHOW QUALITY AND HAVE A PERSONALITY PLUS.
CH. KING’S PREVENTION AHoy

Owner -
MRS. JAMES EDWARD CLARK
SURREY-RIMSKitTLE KENNELS
SEALARK FARM
CECILTON, MARYLAND 21913
(301) 275-2245

Breeder -
MRS. STERLING LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

A.K.C. # - RA 408545

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 11 MAY 1977
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. WENDOVER TORRENT:

CH. NANFAN STORMCOCK

CH. NANFAN NINETY

CH. NANNAN STORMCOCK

CH. NANFAN SICKLE

CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

CH. NANNAN TILLY TALLY

CH. NANNAN HALLELUIA

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH. NANFAN NINETY

CH. NANFAN SNAPSHOT

NANNAN TERRAPIN

CASTLE POINT WITHERS

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

NANNAN NIMBLE

NANNAN HAYSEED

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANNAN NIMBUS

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

CH. HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

Dam:
CH. NANFAN CORRICLE

CH. CINNAMON OF NANFAN

CH. NANFAN NINETY

CH. NANFAN NEEDLE

CH. NANFAN THISTLE

CH. NANNAN THISTLE

GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

AHoy HAD A LOVELY TIME MAKING HER DEBUT AT THE 1977 NTCA SPECIALTY MATCH WHERE SHE WAS BEST PUPPY. SHOWN FIVE TIMES TO FINISH SHE WAS BOB AND GROUP THREE AT WILMINGTON, RESERVE AT PENN TREATY, BOW AT BUCKS COUNTY AND BRYN MAWR, ALL TO BE TOPPED BY BOW AT THE 1978 NATIONAL SPECIALTY.
QUEEN'S GATE BLISS

Owner -
MR. & MRS. JOHN C. DOMBROSKI
QUEEN'S GATE KENNEL
PROBST ROAD R.D.1
PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534
(716) 624-2780

Breeder -
MRS. JOHN C. DOMBROSKI
A.K.C. # - RA 303308

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 29 JUNE 1976
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
TEDDIBER TYLER
CH. BADGEMOOR BLAXENY
KINSPRIT TOKEN, CDX UD

Dam:
QUEEN'S GATE JONESIE GIRL
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA
SEE HOUSE BRAN MUFFIN

CH. ICKWORTH READY
ENGLAND CH. BADGEMOOR BONNIE
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA
NANFAN KUTSHELL
NANFAN TERRAPIN
CH. NANTAN HECALE
NANFAN TERRAPIN
CH. NANTAN HECALE
NANFAN NEEDLE
CH. NANTAN HECALE
FOXHUNTER TALLY HO
CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
HOPELAND TWINING
ROBINCOCK TRUMP CARD
MINSUM TIGER LILY
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
WENDOVER APPLE

PUPPIES OCCASIONALLY
CH. NEW GARDEN EADITH, CDX CAN. CD

Owner -
MARY D. FINE
TYLWYTH
66 ELLISE ROAD
STORRS, CONN. 06268
(203) 429-5331

Breeder -
MR. & MRS. JOHN H. BEeler
1302 NEW GARDEN ROAD
GREENSBORO, N.C. 27410

A.K.C. # - RA 284827

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 27 FEBRUARY 1976
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

CH. NANFAN HALLELUJA

CH. NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN NIMROD

HURSTON HEDGE WARRIOR

CH. WAVEKEY VALLEY ALDER

HURSTON HULA GIRL

WAVEKEY VALLEY HIGH HOPES

HURSTON HERALD

HURSTON HA'PENNY

Dam:

NANFAN TERRAPIN

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

HURSTON HAYSEED

CH. WAVEKEY VALLEY ALDER

FOXHUNTER'S TALLY HO

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GUMDROP

CH. NANFAN NIMBLE

CH. NAMPHY ANDERSON

CASTLE POINT BREEZE

CH. NANFAN HOPPOCKET

CASTLE POINT TEMPEST

CH. NAMPHY ANDERSON

CH. NAMPHY ANDERSON

CASTLE POINT SICKLE

CH. NEW GARDEN EADITH CDX CAN. CD, EARNED HER AMERICAN CD AT 8½ MONTHS AND HER CDX AT JUST UNDER 18 MONTHS. BETWEEN THESE TWO TITLES CAME A CANADIAN CD AND HER CHAMPIONSHIP. SHE HAD FIVE PUPPIES BY CH. BADGEWOOD MONTY COLLINS AND IS NOW WORKING TOWARD HER UD.
CH. BETHWAY’S JOSHUA

Owner -
SHEILA FORAN
95 SOMERSET STREET
WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 06110
(203) 232-5466

Breeder -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS

A.K.C. # – R 926126

Sex - MALE
Color - WHEATEN
Birth Date - 18 OCTOBER 1971
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
NANFAN NUGGET
CH. BETHWAY’S ARAMIS
CH. BETHWAY’S LITTLE TINKER BELL
CH. BETHWAY TONY
HUNSTON HIGHLIFTER
WENSUM TINKER BELL
ENG. CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
ENG. CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
HUNSTON HIGHLIFTER
NANFAN NETTLE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY’S EYE
ENG. CH. WAVENAY VALLEY ALDER
ROBINCOTT TANGO
ENG. CH. WAVENAY VALLEY ALDER
HUNSTON HERALDA
CH. COLONSAY FAG WAGGER
CH. COLONSAY GRANNY
RAGUS’ JIMMY JOE
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG
CH. COLONSAY KELLY’S EYE

Dam:
CH. BETHWAY’S TONY
CH. BETHWAY’S SCARLET
CH. BETHWAY’S THE DUCHESS
CH. COLONSAY KELLY’S EYE
CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG
CH. BETHWAY PORTIA
CH. COLONSAY KELLY’S EYE

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
GOTOGROUND VIXIN

JOSHUA IS A PROVEN SIRE.
NANFAN NUTSHELL

Owner -
MRS.R.GRICE KENNELLY
"KINSPRIT"
BOX 3883
GREENVILLE, DELAWARE 19807
(302) 656-0081

Breeder -
MRS.M.J.TAYLOR
BERROW, MALVERN
ENGLAND

A.K.C.# - R 799057

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 30 JANUARY 1970
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN NIMBLE
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

Dam:

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

NANFAN NEEDLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN NUTSHELL IS THE DAM OF CH. KINSPRIT NUTCRACKER OWNED BY DR. JOHN A. BABETT AND OF KINSPRIT TOKEN, CDX UD, OWNED BY MRS. WILL PARKER. BOTH ARE SIRE BY CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA.
TOUGH TOFF OF THE ISLAND

Owner -
PEGGY KNAPP
342 GREENS FARMS ROAD
WESTPORT, CONN. 06880
(203) 259-1830

Breeder -
PRUDENCE READ
NARROWS ROAD
BEDFORD HILLS, N.Y.
(914) BE 4-7002

A.K.C.# - RA 292900

Sex - MALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Birth Date - 17 FEBRUARY 1976
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

ICGORTH BLACKSMITH

ENG.CH.RAGUS BUCCANEER

ENG.CH.RAGUS WHIPCORD

RAGUS BREAD CRUMB

CH.BETHWAY'S MR. KENNEDY

ENG.CH.ICKWORTH READY

ICKWORTH PROPER PRETTY

Joy Of Jasmine Jones

CH.BETHWAY'S PENCE

JINGO JONES

BETHWAY PORTIA

JEFF JONES

JILL JONES

TOUGH IS A DELIGHTFUL PERSONALITY AND A GREAT CONVERSATIONALIST
A SPEEDY RUNNER AND A RECORD TAIL-WAGGER - A LOVING DOG AND
PROVEN STUD.
ENG. CH. ICKWORTH PETER'S PENCE

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

Breeder -
MISS A. L. HAZELDINE
ICKWORTH NORFOLK TERRIERS
ICKWORTH - OXFORD ROAD
YARNTON, OXON. ENGLAND

A.K.C. # - RA 402055

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 30 JULY 1975
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. ICKWORTH READY

- CH. ICKWORTH PROPER PRETTY

- CH. ICKWORTH PENNY PIECE

- CH. ICKWORTH READY

- CH. RAGUS DEMITCHED

- CH. RAGUS SIR BEAR

- CH. RAGUS BABY DOLL

- KIRKBY FREDDY

- KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

- GOTOGROUND DIANA

- WITHALDER WE WINJAM

- WITHALDER WE STOUT

- CH. EBBURTON JACOOK

- RAGUS BUMBLE BEE

- NANNAN NIMBLE

- NANNAN HANNAH

- KIRKBY FREDDY

- GOTOGROUND DIANA

- KIRKBY FREDDY

- COLONSAY POP

- CH. COLONSAY ORDERLEY DOG

- COLONSAY TOTTIE

Dam:

CH. NANFAN CORRICLE

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

Breeder -
MRS. M. J. TAYLOR
NANFAN NORFOLK TERRIERS
STANDHALL COTTAGE
BERROW, NR. MALVERN
WORCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND

A.K.C. # - RA 250302

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 13 SEPTEMBER 1974
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. NANFAN Halleluia
CH. NANFAN NINETY
NANFAN NEEDLE

Dam:
CH. NANFAN THISTLE
CH. CINNAMON OF NANFAN
GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

CH. NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WABBLES
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

CH. NANFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTER'S TALLY HO
CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
CH. NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WABBLES
GOTOGROUND GUNNER
CH. WAVENYE VALLEY ALDER SISTER
CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
NANFAN Nettle
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUNDROP
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
RAGUS MERRY MAID
CH. WAVENYE VALLEY ALDER
HUNSTON HERALDA

CH. LYNDORS MISTER

Owner -
LYNDOR KENNELS
DORIS & JEROME L.GERL
R.F.D.#1, BOX 156
BETHELHEM,CONN.06751
(203) 266-7305

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 260757

Sex - MALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 30 AUGUST 1975
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH.MT.PAUL ROWDY

Dam:
CH.LYNDORS PAPER MOON

CH. LYNDORS MISTER, WE FEEL IS AN OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE OF THE STANDARD: A SOUND,
WELL BALANCED, AND TYPEY NORWICH. WHILE BEING SHOWN SPARINGLY AS A SPECIAL,
"MISTER" HAS BEEN BEST OF BREED SIX TIMES.
TURKHILL'S BROWN NECTAR

Owner:
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH MATTISON, III
CYBELE'S KENNEL
YACHT CYBELE
NORTH WATER STREET
BOX 965, EDGARTOWN
MASS. 02539
(617) 627-5515

Breeder:
HILDEGARDE R. SLOCUM
TURKHILL KENNEL
DUCK POND ROAD
GLEN COVE, N.Y. 11542
(516) 676-2681

A.K.C. # - RA 295976

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Birth Date - 8 MAY 1976
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CAN. AM. CH. ICKWORTH NIMROD

HANLEYCASTLE BROCK

NANFAN NECTAR

CH. GOTOGROUND TRUE BLUE

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

GOTOGROUND VIXEN

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

NANFAN BRAMBLE

HANCEY VALLEY DITCHER

Dam:
ENG. CH. RAGUS WHIPCORD

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS BROWN SPLIDGE

CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR

CH. RAGUS WHO DAT

RAGUS HUMPHREY BEAR

CH. RAGUS WHO DAT

RAGUS SIR BEAR

RAGUS WORRIE THE POOH

RAGUS SIR BEAR

KIRKBY FREDDY

KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

CH. ICKWORTH READY

CH. RAGUS BEWITCHED

CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR

NANFAN NIMBUS

CH. EDBURTON HILARITY

SWEEPSTAKES DROP EAR WINNER - SPECIALTY - MAY 1977
BEST DROP EAR & BEST ADULT - MATCH SHOW - OCT. 1977
Owner -
MAX-WELL'S KENNELS
BARBARA MILLER & SUZANN BOBLEY
455 GLEN COVE ROAD
EAST HILLS
ROSLYN, NEW YORK 11576

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - RA 311857

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 3 MAY 1976
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. BADGEWOOD BLAKENEY
CH. BADGEWOOD MORESTON
CH. BADGEWOOD MISS ALICE

Dam:
MAX-WELL'S RUM RAISON
CH. BETHWAY'S MISS SUSIE

ENG. CH. ICKWORTH READY
ENG. AM. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE
CIR. CH. ICKWORTH NIMROD
CH. BADGEWOOD KING'S LYNN

KIRKBY FREDDY
KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET
ENG. CH. NANA'AN HECKLE
BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET
HANLEYCASTLE BROCK
NANA'AN NYPH
ENG. CH. ICKWORTH READY
ENG. AM. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE
HANLEYCASTLE BROCK
NANA'AN NYPH
ENG. CH. ICKWORTH READY
ENG. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE
BETHWAY'S JOHN
CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET
BETHWAY'S ARMIS
CH. BETHWAY'S BITTER SWEET
BETHWAY'S CHATHAM TWIGGY

MAX-WELL KENNELS IS BUILT UPON STRONG FOUNDATION STOCK. WE STRIVE FOR SOUNDNESS AND THE CONTINUATION OF EXCELLENT TEMPERAMENT. MAX-WELL'S WILLIAM PENN IS PROVING HIMSELF AS A STAUNCH COMPETITOR IN THE SHOW RING. HIS EXCELLENT BONE, LEVEL TOPLINE, AND FINE MOVEMENT MAKE US PROUD TO HAVE BRED HIM.
BREEDER: JR.
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE, N.J. 07934
(201) 273-879

A.K.C. # - R 887594

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 17 JULY 1971
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:  
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA  
CH. NANNAN HECKLE  
NANNAN TERRAPIN  
CASTLE POINT KITHERS

Dam:  
NANNAN TILLY TALLY  
CH. NANNAN HECKLE  
FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

NANNAN KIMBLE
NANNAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
MENDOVER APPLE
CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS
CASTLE POINT ULTRA
GOTOGROUND MOLLY
CH. NANNAN NIMBUS
NANNAN RIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WABBLE
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. BETHANY'S POUND
GEE GEE

TERRY IS THE DAM OF CH. WENDOVER TORRENT AND TEMPEST. THE LAST PUPPIES REARED AT WENDOVER FARM. BOW AT THE '72 SPECIALTY UNDER JIM HANNING. SHE WAS JUDGED BEST DROP EAR OVER CH. MT. PAUL ROWDY & CH. BADGWOOD MONTY COLLINS BY ENGLISH JUDGE MISS F. HAMILTON AT THE '74 N.T.C. OPEN SWEEPSTAKES.
CH. NANFAN STORMCOCK

Owner -
MRS. ALBERT E. MEDER, JR.
508 SALTER PLACE
WESTFIELD, N.J. 07090
(201) 233-7179

Breeder -
MRS. M. J. TAYLOR
STANDHALL COTTAGE
BERROW NR. MALVERN
WORCS. ENGLAND
BIRTMORTON 314

A.K.C.# - RA 193007

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 8 OCTOBER 1973
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. NANFAN HECKLE

CH. NANFAN THISTLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

Dam:
CH. NANFAN NOBLEMAN

NANFAN SICKLE

CH. NANFAN SNAPSHOT

IMPORTED AS A SUCCESSFUL YOUNG WINNER, HIS SIRE'S BROTHER, NANFAN TERRAPIN, AND SISTER, NANFAN TILLY TALLY, HAVE BEEN LEADING PRODUCERS HERE. THEIR AMERICAN BRED DAM, TALLY HO WAS EXPORTED TO JOY TAYLOR BY MRS. WINSTON IN 1965. STORMY SIRED CH. WENDOVER TORRENT IN HIS FIRST LITTER AND TORRENT SIRED CH. KING'S PREVENTION AHoy IN HIS FIRST LITTER.
Breed: DOVER TEMPEST

Breeders: MRS. STAR-LORY
MENDHAM, N.J.

A.K.C.# - RA 221462

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 31 MAY 1975
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH.NANFAN STORMOCK
CH.NANFAN THISTLE
NANFAN SICKLE

CH.NANFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH.NANFAN NOBLEMAN
CH.NANFAN Scholarship

CH.NANFAN NIMBLE
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUMDROP

CH.NANFAN NOBRAD THE BAD
CH.NANFAN NOCTIS
CH.NANFAN HECKLE
GAYRINOR GOLDEN SPANGLE

CH.NANFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO
CH.WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
CASTLE POINT TWINNING

Dam:
CH.MT.PAUL TERRACOTTA

CH.CASTLE POINT IGUANA
NANFAN TILLY TALLY

NANFAN NIMBLE
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUMDROP

CASTLE POINT WITHERS

CH.NANFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

TEMPEST HAS MAJOR POINTS AND IS PRESENTLY TAKING TIME OUT FOR HER FIRST LITTER.
Owner -
ELIZABETH R. MORE
69 HALLAM ROAD
BUFFALO,N.Y. 14216
(716) 876-4338

Breeder -
ELEANOR C. EVANS (SCAIFE)
SEEHOUSE KENNELS
WILLARDSHIRE ROAD
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
(716) 652-5118

A.K.C.# - R 682756

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 9 MARCH 1969
Ear Type - DROP

**Sire:**

- TARHEEL'S HIGH TRUMP
  - WENSUM TIGER LILY
- ROBINCOTT TRUMP CARD
  - ROBINCOTT TROTTER
  - ROBINCOTT TERRY LYNE
  - CH. WAVENOE VALLEY ALDER
  - ROBINCOTT TANGO
- COLONSAY LIMBO
  - ROBINCOTT TEAZEL
  - ROBINCOTT TIMOTHY TITUS
  - ROBINCOTT TINKA
  - ELEI SPRUCE
  - PENNIE OF WAVENOE VALLEY
  - COLONSAY LIMBO
  - ROBINCOTT TINKA

**Dam:**

- CH. WENDOVER FAVOR
  - WENDOVER APPLE
  - GROOTGRUND FOXHUNTER
  - GROOTGRUND TIDDLY WINKS
  - CH. PARTREE COBBLER
  - MT. PAUL BRIDGET
  - RAGUS SWEET SUE
  - RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
  - RAGUS SWEET SUE
  - CH. WAVENOE VALLEY ALDER
  - RAGUS MERRY MAID
  - CH. COBBLER OF BOXTED
  - CORRY PINCH
  - GEORGE PINCH
  - CASTLE POINT TRIVET
WENDOVER TALENT, UD

Owner -
MRS. WILL PARKER
HIDDEN SPRING LANE
RYE, NEW YORK 10580
(914) 967-2307

Breeder -
MRS. STANFORD MALLORY

A.K.C.# - R 789878

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 10 JULY 1970
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER (IMP.)

WENDOVER APPLE

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

GOTOGROUND TIDOOLWINKS

CH. PAKTREE CORBLER

MT. PAUL BRIDGET

KIRKBY FREDDY

KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

CH. WAVENLEY VALLEY ALDER

RAGUS SWEET SUE

RAGUS MERRY MAID

CH. CORBELL OF BOXTED

CORKEY PINCH

GEORGE PINCH

CASTLE POINT TRIVET

NANFAE NIMBLE

NANFAE HANNAH

KIRKBY FREDDY

GOTOGROUND DIANA

COLONSAE CHERUB

COLONSAE NOSE WELL DOWN

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

CH. HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

Dam:
ICKWORTH MOONLIGHT (ENG. IMP.)

CH. ICKWORTH READY

ICKWORTH BLUERMARKING KATRIONA

GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

ICKWORTHWOOD COCK

CH. WAVENLEY VALLEY ALDER

RAGUS SWEET SUE

RAGUS MERRY MAID

CH. CORBELL OF BOXTED

CORKEY PINCH

GEORGE PINCH

CASTLE POINT TRIVET

NANFAE NIMBLE

NANFAE HANNAH

KIRKBY FREDDY

GOTOGROUND DIANA

COLONSAE CHERUB

COLONSAE NOSE WELL DOWN

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

CH. HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

I HAVE BRED OR OWNED SIX NORWICH SINCE 1962. MY FIRST, A BITCH, BETHWAY'S TRISCUIT CD, HAD A UD DAUGHTER AND A CDX SON. KINSPRIT TOKEN UD AND TEROLIN TARA, AM. CAN. CD, BOTH HAVE CHAMPION LITTER MATES. BEST KNOWN OF THE PACK IS TALENT WHO COMPETES IN SCENT RELAY RACING OVER HURDLES IN TORONTO AND NEW YORK (SEE OBEDIENCE PAGE)
Owner -
LINDA PLUMMER
7421 ELGAR STREET
SPRINGFIELD, VA. 22151
(703) 750-1265

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 21620

A.K.C. # - RL 567909

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 12 DECEMBER 1977
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
ENG, INTER, CH, RAGUS BUTTERMILK
ENG, CH, ICKWORTH PETER’S PENCE
ICKWORTH PENNY PIECE

Dam:
CH, NANFAN NINETY
CH, NANFAN CORRICLE
CH, CINNABAN OF NANFAN

CH, ICKWORTH READY
CH, RAGUS BEWITCHED
CH, ICKWORTH READY
CH, ICKWORTH PROPER PRETTY
CH, NANFAN Hallelujah
NANFAN NEEDLE
CH, NANFAN THISTLE
GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

KIRKBY FREDDY
KIRKBY TRESAROEN CURVET
RAGUS SIR BEAR
RAGUS BABY DOLL
KIRKBY FREDDY
KIRKBY TRESAROEN CURVET
CH, COLONSAY RED TABS
COLONSAY PRETTY PRETTIES
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH, NANFAN NIMBUS
CH, NANFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTER’S TALLY HO
CH, GOTOGROUND RIDGEON BUNNY
CH, JUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

I HAVE HAD PRICK-EAR NORWICH FOR 8 YEARS BUT KING’S PREVENTION BELINDA WON ME OVER WITH THAT TYPICAL DROP-EAR CHARM. A HALF-SISTER (DAM’S SIDE) TO BOS AT 1978 N.T.CLUB SPECIALTY, FROM FIRST LITTER Sired IN THIS COUNTRY BY MRS. LARRABEE’S RECENT IMPORT, I FEEL BELINDA HAS A PROMISING FUTURE AS MY DROP-EAR FOUNDATION BITCH.
WENDOVER NETTLE

Owner -
DONALD & AVIS PREVETTE
AVDON
319 EAST STREET
PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534
(716) 586-6544

Breeder -
PRICILLA B. MALLORY &
CAROL A. BARSTOW
ALLENTOWN, PA.

A.K.C. # - RA 228624

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 2 JULY 1975
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. CASTLEPOINT IQUANA

NANFAN TERRAPIN

CH. NANFAN THISTLE

NANFAN NEEDLE'S EYE

NANFAN NOSEGAY

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLYHO

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

CASTLEPOINT WITHERS

HOPELAND TWINING

CH. REINOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

NANFAN HALLULIA

CH. NANFAN HIMSEED

NANFAN NIMBLE

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GUMDROP

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

WENDOVER APPLE

CH. REINOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

NANFAN HALLULIA

CH. NANFAN HIMSEED

NANFAN NIMBLE

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GUMDROP

NANFAN HIMSEED

CH. BADGEWOOD BLAKENY

OUTSTANDING BLOODLINES - HOME BRED LOVABLE COMPANIONS, SHOW, EXCELLENT HUNTERS.
PUPPIES BY TEDIBER TYLER (KINSPRIT TOKEN, U.D. X CH. BADGEWOOD BLAKENY) X NETTLE.
ELVE PURE MAGIC

Owner -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557

Breeder -
MR. G. M. CRAWLEY

E.K.C. # - B 20701388

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 1 MARCH 1977
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
CH. ICKWORTH PATHFINDER
CH. RAGUS BITTERMAN
CH. RAGUS BROWN SMUDGE

Dam:
CH. RAGUS WHIPCORD
CH. RAGUS BROWN CIDER
CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR

"TG" IS A GAME AND GREGARIOUS DOG OF GOOD BREED TYPE WITH CORRECT CHARACTERISTICS. HIS SHOW WINS INCLUDE BEST DROP EAR IN 1978 SWEETSTAKES AND BOTH MAJORS. A PROVEN SIRE, HE WAS X-RAYED FOR SOUNDNESS AT 12 MONTHS AND IS AT PUBLIC STUD. PHOTO AT 1 YR. BY M. SWAN.
GLORI'S J & B OF BETHWAY

Owner -
  PATRICIA RICE &
  MARGARET L.GLOE
  GLORI KENNELS
  RTE.1, BOX 92-J
  SANTA FE, N.M. 87501
  (505) 753-4198

Breeder -
  CAROLINA F.DE LEEUW
  ARVADA, CO.

A.K.C.# - RA 365296

Sex - MALE

Color - RED WHEATEN

Birth Date - 7 SEPTEMBER 1976

Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

  CH.BETHWAY'S JOHN

  CH.BETHWAY'S JOHN BOY

  CH.BETHWAY'S MISS CHOP

  CH.BETHWAY'S PEACE

  CH.BETHWAY'S MANDY

  CH.BETHWAY'S MR.CRICKET

  CH.BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKERBELL

  NANFAN NUGGET

  CH.RAGUS JIMMY JOE

  CH.COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

  CH.BETHWAY'S MR.CHIPS

  CH.BETHWAY'S CRICKET

  CH.BETHWAY'S JOHN

  CH.BETHWAY'S CRICKET

  CH.BETHWAY'S TONY

  WENSONE TINKER BELL

  GOTOGROUND MOUSER

  CH.NANFAN NIMBUS

  CH.BETHWAY'S JOHN

  CH.BETHWAY'S CRICKET

  CH.NANFAN HOPPOCKET

  NANFAR NEEDLE

  RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

  RAGUS BRANDYSNAP

Dam:

  CH.BETHWAY'S ARAMIS

  BETHWAY'S LEJA

  CH.BETHWAY'S BABY CRICKET

  CH.BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKERBELL

  CH.BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKERBELL

  CH.BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKERBELL

  CH.BETHWAY'S LITTLE TINKERBELL

  NONFAN NEWSPRINT

  CH.BETHWAY'S CRICKET

  RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

  RAGUS BRANDYSNAP

J.B., OUR FIRST NORWICH, WAS RWD IN A RECORD BREAKING ENTRY
AT THE NORWICH TERRIER CLUB SPECIALTY SHOW - JUNE 1978
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS BROWN SMUDGE, JW

Owner -
MRS. H. R. SLOCUM
"TURKHILL"
DUCK POND ROAD
GLEN COVE, N.Y.
(516) 676-2681

Breeder -
MRS. M. G. & MISS LESLIE BUNTING
ENGLAND

A.K.C. # - RA 232356

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 30 JUNE 1973
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

CH. RAGUS WHIPCORD

- RAGUS HUMPHREY BEAR
  - CH. EDBURTON HILARITY
  - RAGUS SIR BEAR
  - RAGUS WINNIE THE POOH

Dam:

CH. JCGWORTH READY

- CH. RAGUS BROWN SUGAR
  - CH. RAGUS BEWITCHED
  - RAGUS SIR BEAR
  - RAGUS BABY DOLL

- KIRKBY FREDDY
  - KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

'74 TOP ENGLISH NORFOLK - DAM OF A CRUFT'S C.C. WINNER AND HER BROTHER,
RAGUS BITTERMAN, THE BUNTING'S JUNIOR STUD DOG. '77 USA CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE AND DAM OF NTC SWEEPSTAKES WINNER AND THIS YEAR'S WINNING HOMEBRED
TURKHILLS BROWN BUCKANEER.
OLD FARMS COPPER PENNY

Owner -
SOLOMON BYRON SMITH
255 MAYFLOWER ROAD
LAKE FOREST, ILL. 60045
(312) 234-1894
Office: (312) 630-6000 EXT. 7006

Breeder -
FRANCES S. HAYES
266 BURNHAM ROAD
AVON, CONN. 06001

A.K.C. # - R 870660

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 18 MAY 1971
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:
BADGEWOOD CLYDE

CH. NANFAN HECHEL
NANFAN HAYSEED
BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET

CH. BETHWAY’S MR. CHIPS
CH. NEWRY’S MRS. MC. THING
CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE

Dam:
BETHWAY’S DAME

CH. BETHWAY’S PENSUM
WENSUM TINKER BELL
CH. BETHWAY’S TONY
CH. BETHWAY’S SCARLET

CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE

GOTOSGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
CH. BETHWAY’S PORTIA
CH. NEWRY’S MC. ALEMAN
BETHWAY’S CHESS
CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. COLORSAY KELLY’S EYE
CH. WENNEY VALLEY ALDER
ROBINCOTT TANGO
HUNSTON HIGH FLIER
CH. COLORSAY KELLY’S EYE
CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
CH. BETHWAY’S PORTIA
**HAMTREE'S SASSAFRAS SUSY**

**Owner:**

FAITH STEWART-GORDON
HAMTREE KENNELS
34 EAST 74th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021
(212) 288-3327

A.K.C.# - RA 359917

**Sex** - FEMALE

**Color** - WHEATEN

**Birth Date** - 7 JANUARY 1977

**Ear Type** - DROP

**Sire:**

CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

- NANFAN TERRAPIN
  - CASTLE POINT WITHERS

**Dam:**

NANFAN SEAMSTRESS

- CH. NANFAN NOBLEMAN
  - CH. NANFAN HECKLE
  - GAYRUNOR GOLDEN SPANGLE

- CH. NANFAN NOCTIS
  - CH. NANFAN HECKLE

- CH. NANFAN HECKLE
  - GAYRUNOR GOLDEN SPANGLE

- CH. NANFAN HAYSEED
  - CH. NANFAN NOBLEMAN

- CH. NANFAN HECKLE, JW
  - NANFAN HAYSEED

- CH. NANFAN HECKLE, JW
  - NANFAN NOBLEMAN
  - NANFAN HAYSEED
CH. MT. PAUL ROWDY

Owner -
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE
NEW JERSEY 07934
(201) 234-0666

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - R 951646

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 14 APRIL 1972
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN NOGBAD
THE BAD

NANFAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
NANFAN NIMBUS

Dam:

CH. MT. PAUL NANFAN, WTC

TARHEELS HIGH TRUMP

ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN NYIAD
MENSUM TIGER LILY
CH. ROBINCOTT TRUMPCARD
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HECKLE
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
GOTOGROUND NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
GOTOGROUND GUINER
CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER
CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
NANFAN NETTLE
ROBINCOTT TROTTER
ROBINCOTT TERRYLayne
CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER
NANFAN NIMROD
NANFAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
MT. PAUL TULIP

Owner -
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE
NEW JERSEY 07934
(201) 234-0666

Breeder -
OWNER

A.K.C.# - R 985686

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Birth Date - 18 JULY 1972
Ear Type - DROP

Sire:

CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN TERRAPIN

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

CASTLE POINT WITHERS

CASTLE POINT TWIRLING

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

GOTGROUN FoxHUNTER

GOTGROUN FoxHUNTER

WENDOVER APPLE

CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

GOTGROUN MOLEY

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

GOTGROUN TIDDLY WINKS

CH. BETHWA Y'S POUND

SEE SEE

Dam:

NANFAN TILLY TALLY

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

GOTGROUN FOXHUNTER

GUNDROP
After 42 years of recognition (1936-1978) only three Norwich and one Norfolk have won Best in Show. All were dog champion in England before entering the ring here and two were proven producers there. One, Chipwood, has returned to his breeder after a prolific year (1976-1977) in the U.S.A.

**INT. CH. CULSWOOD CLASSIC**

*Owner - EDWARD JENNER & STEPHEN HURT*
*Breeder - MRS. MARGARET CULLIS*

born: 4-9-72  
sire: Ch. Culswood Bargrange Pennywise  
dam: Ch. Culswood Candy

**INT. CH. CULSWOOD CHIPWOOD**

*Owner - MRS. MARGARET CULLIS*
*Breeder - MRS. MARGARET CULLIS*

owned by Ed Jenner & Steve Hurt in the U.S.A.  
born: 6-3-74  
sire: Ch. Thumpton Lord Redwood  
dam: Ch. Culswood Chips Girl

**INT. CH. EL. CID OF TINKINSWOOD**

*Owner - MRS. RUTH COOPER*
*Breeder - MRS. J. GORWILL*

born: 9-24-75  
sire: Leddington Diplomat  
dam: Tinkinswood Carlad

**INT. CH. RAGUS LOTHARIO**

*Owner - DR. & MRS. G.G. & LAURA MEISELS*
*Breeder - MRS. MAJORIE & MISS LESLIE BUNTING*

born: 8-14-74  
sire: Ch. Ragus Fair Dinkum  
dam: Foxybrook Elite
Obedience Degrees are awarded to dogs trained and conditioned to behave in the home, public places, and in the presence of other dogs. To gain a Utility Degree, dogs must obey silent signals as well as commands and perform scent discrimination plus retrieving tests both on the flat and over hurdles. All six U.D. Norwich are on this page.

**RIVER BEND TORY, U.D. 1966**

**Owner:** WILLIAM DWYER  
**Breeder:** SYLVIA WARREN  
Drop-ear Male  
3-29-62 to 1973  
sire: Hunston High Flier  
dam: River Bend Fleet

**TRISCUIT'S TUFFET, U.D. 1967**

**Owner:** NANCY PARKER  
**Breeder:** TERRY LEITH  
Drop-ear Female  
2-14-65 to 1974  
sire: Newry's My John Anderson  
dam: Bethway's Triscuit, CD

**SAMANTHA, U.D. 1974**

**Owner:** ANNE J. RIKER  
**Breeder:** AUDREY RIKER  
Prick-ear Female  
7-26-69  
sire: Crag  
dam: Chidley Melani of Twelve Oaks

**WENDOVER TALENT, U.D. 1975**

**Owner:** NANCY PARKER  
**Breeder:** MRS. STANFORD C. MALLORY  
Drop-ear Female  
7-10-70  
sire: Ch. Wendover Foxhunter  
dam: Ickworth Moonlight

**KING'S PREVENTION HARKAWAY, U.D. 1978**

**Owner:** MRS. O.F. PORCH  
**Breeder:** CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE  
Prick-ear Male  
10-21-72

**KINSPRIT TOKEN, U.D. 1978**

**Owner:** NANCY PARKER  
**Breeder:** ELLEN B. KENNELLY  
Drop-ear Female  
8-16-72
NORWICH IN SWEDEN

ENG. INT. & NORDIC CH. WALERIC STRONGBOW, J.W.

CH. WALERIC STRONGBOW, J.W., (Dog)
Breeder: Mrs. A.E. Forman
Owners: Mrs. Renee Willes
Born: April 26, 1970

Sire:

Ch. Withalder Locksley, jw.

Ch. Ragus Robin
Ragus Penny Ha’penny

Dam:

Waleric Raven’s Sea Pink

Ch. Ragus Golden Chip
Ch. Ragus Wheatnor Raven

Ch. Interfields Half-a-Bob, jw
Ragus Rose Honey, cc.
Int. Ch. Ragus Rain Maker, jw.
Ragus Penny Black
Int. Ch. Ragus Raven’s Wing, jw.
Ch. Ragus Golden Slippers, jw.
Charing Cross Baccio
Wheatnor Penguin

Norwich Terriers were imported to Sweden in 1964. Among the first was the great little dog, Eng. & Int. Ch. Whinlatter Herald J.W., who made a lot of friends for the breed here. Norwich Terriers are becoming very popular in Sweden; in 1977 Joy Taylor judged a record Norwich entry of 84 dogs at an all breed event. The two dominant sires in Sweden are Eng. & Int. Ch. Waleric Strongbow and Eng. & Int. Ch. Thrumptons Penny Red (Ch. Thrumpton Lord Redwood x Jericho Daffran Penny Farthing). A lot is hoped from Eng. Ch. Ragus Gerrick (Ch. Daffran Rufus x Ch. Jericho Griselda). He should be a good complement to Strongbow’s and Penny Red’s offspring.

Another with relatives in the U.S.A. is brood bitch, Int. Ch. Ragus Lavinia, as her full brother is Eng. Am. Ch. Ragus Lothario. Lavinia has produced 4 champions so far and three of them have been placed in groups.

In the 14 years since introduction of Norwich Terriers, entries have topped even our own. At the 1978 supported show, a Swedish homebred champion son of Strongbow, Cobby’s Touchwood, topped an entry of 104 dogs under English judge Pauline Ford.
In 1954 Mrs. Hammarlund introduced the breed with Swedish Ch. Colonsay Red Mouse and two Colonsay bitches. Next the Samdenhar Kennels imported Swedish & Finnish Ch. Nanfan Hoppicker; one of a famous union that produced six champions including the immortal Ch. Nanfan Heckle and U.S.A. Ch. Hoppocket. In 1966, Elizabeth Matell returned from her stay at Nanfan with Nonsense and also purchased the first Swedish bred Champion, Ch. Dallas Nickle Note by a Gotoground Moley grandson x a Ch. Minx of Furzyhurst daughter. Withalder, Hanleycastle, Ickworth and Rugus dogs were selected by future breeders and have multiplied and thrived. Two English-Scandinavian champion sons of Ch. Ickworth Ready are currently popular stud dogs.

1. Rugus Buttermilk from Reddy's last litter has produced two Swedish Champions, Rough 'N Ready and Butterscotch, since he arrived there, while in England, his champion son, Ickworth Peter's Pence was the top winner for 1976. Peter's Pence has since come to the U.S.A.

2. Ickworth Kythe, who has spent three years in Sweden, returned to England, a Swedish champion and soon gained his title. He sired last year's top winning Norfolk Champion, Ch. Ickworth Pretty Piece and was the third leading stud dog.

With Miss Elizabeth Matell's move to England in 1978, we will see three more Swedish champions in competition. Nanfan's Sweet Corn (Ch. Nanfan Heckle x Nanfan Sickle) was the leading Swedish Norfolk in 1976. His kennelmate, Ch. Cracknor Capricorn x Nanfan Tangle, has an American-bred granddam Foxhunter Tally Ho. Ch. Garland Bouquet, by Ch. Nanfan Heckle, was best bitch at the '77 specialty and completes a trio of titled immigrants.

Recently, Ch. Hubbestad Wee Johan (Eng. Int. & Nordic Ch. Nanfan Spikeman x Int. & Nordic Ch. Ickworth Jewell) was pronounced an outstanding Norfolk by a visiting American judge. Int. Ch. Nanfan Spikeman is currently a leading scandinavian stud with nine champions and five CC winners to his credit.

The Swedish active breed club was founded in 1973 and publishes an excellent illustrated quarterly newsletter. The club president is Kenneth Eliasson and secretary is Lena Vikbladh, Norrbackgatan 24V, 113 41 Stockholm, Sweden.
In 1953, Madam Hintermann imported her founding Tobermory pair and the breeds' first continental champions, Quartzhill Spice, a grandson of Ch. Bigger Banger and Poppy of Eildonbree, a Ch. Farndon grand-daughter whose sire was also Ch. Bigger Banger.

The origins of present Swiss Champion Tobermory Gamble were firmly based on Farndon and Fagan stock six generations back of the female tail line. Gamble is also an international celebrity with 14 CACIB certificates from 12 different judges in Germany, Austria, France, and Italy. In 1974 he was World Champion in Paris and he also won the Terrier Group at the International Show, Wohlen.

His extended pedigree shows Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillus in every quarter; eight times in six generations. His grand-dam, Ch. Whinlatter Jin was a sister to the Hannings’ USA Ch. Whinlatter Johnnie by Ch. Whinlatter Charade x Ch. Whinlatter Janet. The sire of Ch. Tobermory Roxy was another Swiss Champion and Whinlatter import, Crest; the result of breeding Ch. Charade back to his dam.

TOBERMORY GAMBLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int. Ch. Tobermory Gamble 9-2-71</th>
<th>Light Red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Int. Ch. Tobermory Johnnie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragusa Von Zaugarten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatnor Woodchat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng. &amp; Swiss Ch. Whinlatter Jin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. Ch. Tobermory Dandy Sam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Ch. Tobermory Roxy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CANADA

SEPARATION CANADIAN STYLE

On June 21, 1977, the Canadian Kennel Club voted that the registration of Norfolk Terriers become effective immediately, but they failed to provide a way for already registered drop-ear Norwich to be pre-registered as Norfolk Terriers, if they already had Canadian or American Kennel Club numbers. In fact, they voted against retroactive registrations, refused to research their kennel clubs' records of drop-ear registrations, and adopted temporarily the English Norfolk standard for judging.

As no Canadian Kennel Club stud book has been published since 1968, no lay research can be conducted and to compound complications, many breed records were lost during the computer system changeover.

Currently, an English bred Norfolk bitch mated to a U.S.A. Champion D.E. have drop-ear offspring who must compete as Norwich Terriers. Judges now can have both Norwich and Norfolk with ears down in the Terrier Group.
ON INHERITANCE

The cliche "like begets like," is most deceptive. Breeders are often surprised when the litter expected from mating a good bitch to a leading winner doesn't give them puppies equal to the quality of the parents. They have overlooked the influence of the ancestors, and though it is true both sire and dam transmit an equal number of genes to each puppy in a litter, the selection is random and there is no guarantee they will inherit similar traits that duplicate the general appearance of the living parents.

Mendel teaches us that a living organism creates other living organisms and that the gene is the unit of inheritance. By separating these genes into two categories, dominant and recessive, the dominant gene takes over and pushes back the recessive, burying it. However, the recessive will emerge eventually when least expected because a similar gene appears in the other sex. It is therefore most important to know the background of stock before one practices line or inbreeding, as this intensifies faults as well as virtues and can only be successful when practiced with animals of sound physical and mental qualities.

"Inbreeding is the golden key to successfully producing countless champions. This same key in the hands of someone without sufficient knowledge may well open a 'Pandora's Box'. The dangers let loose will be hard if not impossible to avoid in the future and could adversely affect the breed as a whole."

Muriel Fisher-May
"Whinlatter"
1964 Norwich Terrier Club Handbook

HIP DYSPLASIA

Among the inherited health and orthopaedic problems occurring in the breed today is Hip Dys (bad) plasia (form).

Dedicated breeders are frank about their own stock and recommend x-ray diagnosis for obviously poor movers.

Fortunately, small breeds rarely develop joint disease as a consequence of hip laxity. Therefore, dysplastic Norwich/Norfolk can lead almost normal lives as pets but it is advisable to have them neutered.
★ ARIZONA

Kathy and Dick Brethour - P.E.
Eaglehaus Norwich Terriers
4420 N. Flecha Dr.
Tucson, Az. 85718
(602) 299-3706

Dr. Richard A. Kidwell - P.E.
5321 E. 4th Street
Tucson, Az. 85711
(602) 327-6951

Margarette Shoemaker - P.E.
N Lazy H Ranch
Rt. 8, Box 344
Tucson, Az. 85730
(602) 791-7669

★ CALIFORNIA

Clive N. Pillsbury - P.E.
3452 Cromwell Place
San Diego, Ca. 92116
(714) 284-1233

Carl F. & Barbara Jo Weber - P.E. & D.E.
Calabra Terriers
5648 Faust Avenue
Woodland Hills, Ca. 91367
(213) 884-1512

★ COLORADO

Dain C. & Joyce M. Arns - P.E.
Moved to Montana
See Page 17-19

M. Louise Davidson - P.E.
Box 2555
Evergreen, Colo. 80439
(303) 674-4937

Harold M. & Susan vonHagn - P.E.
"Cobbles"
1185 Hole Circle
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80915
(303) 574-5613

★ CONNECTICUT

Jane M. Anderson - D.E.
Anderscroft Kennels, Reg.
Pequotsepos Road
Mystic, Conn. 06355
(203) 653-3104

Mary D. Fine - D.E.
Tylwyth
68 Ellise Rd.
Storrs, Conn. 06268
(203) 429-5331

Sheila Foran - D.E.
95 Somerset Street
West Hartford, Conn. 06110
(203) 232-5466

Mrs. Philip Hewes - P.E.
Nod Hill
345 Waterville Road
Avon, Conn.
(203) 677-9324

Peggy Knapp - D.E.
342 Greens Farms Road.
Westport, Conn. 06880
(203) 259-1830

Doris & Jerome L. Gart - D.E.
Lyndor Kennels
F.R.D. #1, Box 156
Bethlehem, Conn. 06751
(203) 266-7305

Mrs. Horatio J. Snyder - P.E.
Ballydrum Kennels
Simmons Lake
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
(203) 661-8215

★ DELAWARE

Dr. John A. Babett - D.E.
103 E. Pembrey Drive
Wilmington, De. 19803
(302) 478-3422

Mrs R. Grice Kennelly - D.E.
Kinsaip
Box 3883
Greenville, De. 19807
(302) 666-0081

★ FLORIDA

Austin & Virginia A. Bowen - P.E.
5899 - 150th Ave. N.
Clearwater, Fla. 33756
(813) 531-0689

Lenore Donaldson - P.E.
"Danley"
304 Fairway Court
Atlantis, Fla. 33462
(305) 965-7070

Helen D. Temmel - P.E.
Gustylee
2045 Golfview Drive
Dunedin, Fla. 33528
(813) 736-4278
**BREEDERS AND OWNERS LISTING**

James W. Paul - P.E.  
PO Box 2258  
Delray Beach, Fla. 33444  
(305) 278-2296

**ILLINOIS**

Mrs. William B. Mollvaine, Jr. - D.E.  
Madroos  
365 King Muir Road  
Lake Forest, Ill. 60045  
(312) 234-6868

Solomon Byron Smith - D.E.  
255 Mayflower Road  
Lake Forest, Ill. 60045  
(312) 234-1894

Glenn E. Wills - P.E.  
Todwil  
Route 1, Box 235A  
Carbndale, Ill. 62901  
(618) 549-1857

**INDIANA**

Mr. & Mrs. John R. Brant, Jr. - P.E.  
Dancaway  
R.R. 3, Box 134  
Zionsville, Ind. 46077

Ric and Melinda Routledge - P.E.  
P.O. Box 115  
Montpelier, Ind. 47359  
(317) 728-5268

**LOUISIANA**

Charles L. Forrest - P.E.  
Coppers  
119 Mary Street  
Alexandria, La. 71301  
(318) 442-4989

**MARYLAND**

Mrs. James Edward Clark - D.E.  
Surrey-Rimskittle Kennels  
Sealark Farm  
Cecilton, Md. 21913  
(301)275-2245

Sheila McNamara - P.E.  
Dunkirk Kennel  
18110 Falls Rd.  
Hampstead, Md. 21074  
(301) 239-3163

Constance S. Larrabee - P.E. & D.E.  
King's Prevention Kennels  
Chestertown, Md. 21620  
(301) 778-3611

Greta & Ralph Ricucci - P.E.  
1321 Gresham Rd.  
Silver Spring, Md. 20904  
(301) 384-5402

Dr. & Mrs. H. Thomas Yolken - P.E.  
Red Oak  
Bondage Drive  
Laytonsville, Md. 20760  
(301)926-0925

Julia J. Young -P.E.  
3804 Bradley Lane  
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015  
(301) 654-3345

**MASSACHUSETTS**

Mrs. Alfred B. Cohan - D.E.  
Knollwood  
7 York Road  
Wayland, Mass. 01778

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Mattison, III - D.E.  
Cybele's Kennel  
Yacht Cybele, North Water St.  
Box 965, Edgartown, Mass. 02539  
(617) 627-5515

George Abbott White - P.E.  
The Ditchling Kennels  
c/o Eliot House, Harvard Univ.  
Cambridge, Mass. 02138  
(617) 495-5821

**MICHIGAN**

Miss Ethel Finn - P.E.  
29 Newberry Place  
Grosse Point Farms, Mich. 48236

Edward B. Jenner & Stephen F. Hurt - P.E.  
10950 Northland Drive  
Rockford, Mich. 49341  
(616) 866-2840

**MINNESOTA**

Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Carrier - P.E.  
6409 Indian Pond Circle  
Edina, Minnesota 55435

**NEBRASKA**

Dr. & Mrs. G.G. & Laura Meisels - P.E.  
White Oaks  
6001 Frontier Rd.  
Lincoln, Neb. 68516  
(402) 423-1284

**NEW JERSEY**

Mrs. Stevens Baird - D.E.  
Mendham Rd.  
Berdeneville, N.J.07924  
(201) 766-0046
BREEDERS AND OWNERS LISTING

Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Congdon - P.E.
Laetans Kennel
15 Morris Street
Merchantville, N.J. 08109
(609) 665-6730

Alison Leigh Hart - D.E.
Hartleigh Kennels
10 Knoll Road
Tenafly, N.J. 07670
(201) 588-1637

Mrs. Albert E. Meder, Jr. - D.E.
508 Salter Place
Westfield, N.J. 07090
(201) 233-7179

Mrs. Pauline H. Nickerson - P.E.
Nykker Kennels
Washington Corner Road
Barnardsville, N.J. 07924
(210) 766-4152

Henry Pelzman, M.D. - P.E.
Adament Terriers
5 Valley View Place
North Caldwell, N.J. 07006
(201) 226-9005

Anne J. Riker - P.E.
88 W. River Road
Rumson, N.J. 07760
(201) 842-3584

Shirley P. Seaman - D.E.
Tamerlane
Box 715, Far Hills, N.J. 07931
(201) 766-4693

Clifford and Enid Hallmark - P.E.
Virmy Ridge Kennels
60 E. Main Street
Mendham, N.J. 07945
(201) 543-4842

Mrs. John L. Winston - D.E.
Mt. Paul Farm
Gladstone, N.J. 07934
(201) 234-0666

NEW MEXICO

Barbara Fournier - D.E.
Bethway Kennels
Route 3, Box 95-G
Santa Fe, New Mexico
(505) 983-3087

Mrs. James B. Hanning - P.E.
89D, Rte. 3, Sunlit Hills
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
(505) 988-1092

Patricia Rice & Margarët L. Gloe - D.E.
Giori Kennels
Rte. 1, Box 92-J
Santa Fe, N. M. 87501
(505) 753-4198

Mrs. Ulysses D.E. Walden - P.E.
1002 Paseo de la Cuma
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
(505) 988-1631

NEW YORK

Verna M. Allen - P.E.
Royal Rock Kennels
109 Terry Rd.
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
(516) 724-0220

Thomas Bonanno - P.E.
157 Glenn Rd.
Staten Island, N.Y. 10314
(212) 761-6073

Mrs. John C. Dombroski - D.E.
Queen’s Gate Kennel
Probst Rd. R.D.1
Pittsford, N.Y. 14534
(716) 524-2780

Patricia Joan Brumby Kleber - P.E.
Patriac’s Kennels
232 Brookville Rd.
Muttontown, Glen Head
Long Island, N.Y. 11545
(516) WAT-1472

Barbara Miller & Suzann Bobley - D.E.
Max-Well’s Kennel
455 Glen Cove Rd.
East Hills, Roslyn, N.Y. 11576

Elizabeth R. More - D.E.
69 Hallam Rd.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14216
(716) 876-4338

Mrs. Richard & Nancy L. Nosiglia - P.E.
Route 1, Romulus, N.Y. 14541

Mrs. Will Parker - D.E.
Hidden Springs Lane
Rye, N.Y. 10580
(914) 967-2307

Avis & Don Prevette - D.E.
Avdon
319 East Street
Pittsford, N.Y. 14534
(716) 586-6544

Mrs. Curtis S. Read - P.E. & D.E.
Chidley
48 Berry Hill Rd.
Oyster Bay, L.I., N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557
BREEDERS AND OWNERS LISTING

Dr. & Mrs. Donald P. Regula - D.E.
Naverdone Kennels
RD #3, Box 280
Rynex Corners Rd.
Schenectady, N.Y.
(518) 864-5443

Mrs. H.R. Slocum - D.E.
"Turkhill"
Duck Pond Road
Glen Cove, N.Y.
(516) 676-2681

Faith Stewart Gordon - D.E.
Hamtree Kennels
34 East 74th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
(212) 288-3327

★ NORTH CAROLINA
Patricia Adams Lent - D.E.
Dogwood Working Terriers
Dogwood Cottage, Route 2
Franklinville, N.C. 27525
(919) 494-2342

★ PENNSYLVANIA
Mrs. Thomas L. Ashbridge III - D.E.
Scotforth
Pineville, Bucks County, Pa. 18946
(215) 598-7401

Mrs. Willard K. Griffin - P.E.
321 Conestoga Rd. Box 244
Devon, Pa. 19333
(215) 647-5471

Johan Ostrow - P.E.
Windyhill Kennel
Box 722, RD#3
Mohnston, Pa.
(215) 856-7493

Carole & Cabanne Smith - P.E.
Karatai
47 Turnbridge Road
Haverford, Pa. 19041
(215) 896-6873

Margaretta Wood - P.E.
Terrapin
1020 Mt. Pleasant Road
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010
(215) 527-4191

★ VERMONT
Shirley K. Cook - P.E.
RFD 2, Brattleboro, Vt. 05301
(802) 254-9730

★ VIRGINIA
Mrs. James P. Girsby - P.E.
9600 Sanger Street
Lorton, Va.
(703) 690-1359

Teresa G. & Sena M. Hill - P.E.
"Hillary"
5104 Montgomery Street
Annandale, Va. 22003
(703) 354-7488

Mr. & Mrs. H.A. Mickelson - P.E.
Heretoday Kennels, Reg.
RR6, Box 455G
Hartwood, Va. 22471
(703) 752-2407

Linda Plummer - P.E.
7421 Elgar Street
Springfield, Va. 22151
(703) 750-1265

Mrs. A.C. Randolph - P.E.
Oakley Farm
Upperville, Va. 22176
(703) 592-3377

Jeanne H. Roberts - P.E.
Charlottesville, Va.

★ WASHINGTON, D.C.
Ralph & Rosemary Nicholson - P.E.
15 4th Street S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
(202) 544-1843

★ WISCONSIN
Dick & Sally Baugniet - P.E.
Pomirish Kennels
Route 1, Box 99
Mishicot, Wis. 54228
(414) 755-2994

Edith Steging - P.E.
Rt.3, Spring Lane
Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin 53085
(414) 467-2386

★ CANADA
Robert J. & Sally Ann Avery - P.E.
Longwood's, Reg.
4 Trevor Cres.
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada, K2H 6H8
(613) 829-2567

Mr. & Mrs. T.W. Carter - P.E.
Pepper Pot Kennel, Perm. Reg.
R.R.1, Schomberg
Ontario, Canada
(416) 936-4053

Dr. C. Elizabeth & Eleanor C. Mahafty - P.E.
R.R.3, High River
Alberta, Canada T0L 1BO
(403) 652-7181
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amity Lane's Pandora (Ch.)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderscroft Ruffian</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethway's Aramis (Ch.)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethway's John Boy (Ch.)</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethway's Joshua (Ch.)</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowen's Apple Jack</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Point Iguana (Ch.)</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheviot Gutya of Tonka (Ch.)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidley Cardinal V.Beric</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidley Cricket</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidley Mr. Jones</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidley Smart Aleck (Ch.)</td>
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<tr>
<td>Cobbles Praying Patrick</td>
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<tr>
<td>Culswood Carbon Copy (Ch.)</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassmere Heather</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustylea's Bettina Brooks (Ch.)</td>
<td>37</td>
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<tr>
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<td>38</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Max-Well's William Penn</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwelston Mr.Chan(Eng.Am.Ch.)</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutmeg's Poppy Seed</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nykkers Abigail</td>
<td>52</td>
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<tr>
<td>Old Farms Copper Penny</td>
<td>116</td>
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<tr>
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<td>40</td>
</tr>
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<td>49</td>
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<tr>
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<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendover Nettle</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendover Talent (UD)</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendover Tempest</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willowview's Fuzzy Buttons (Ch.)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willowview's Holy Moses</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windyhill Edward (Ch.)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windyhill Gail (Ch.)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windyhill George (Ch.)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Terrier trials are sponsored by the American Working Terrier Association. An artificially dug earth is used for testing a terrier's willingness to go to ground, and its reaction to the caged quarry at the end of the earth. Certificates of Gameness are given to dogs qualifying in the artificial earth.

The AWTA also encourages its members to hunt afield with their terriers by issuing Working Certificates to terriers working in natural earths, and Hunting Certificates to those used regularly for above hunting.

Information about this Association may be received by contacting: Patricia Adams Lent, Dogwood Cottage, Route 2, Franklinton, N.C. 27525.

PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST

Additional copies of Norwich and Norfolk Pedigrees Plus.....$10.00
Mrs. Curtis S. Read, 48 Berry Hill Rd., Oyster Bay, N.Y. 11771

Sport With Terriers.....$7.50
Arner Publications, Rome, New York

How to Raise and Train a Norwich Terrier. By Barbara S. Fournier. An attractive, informative booklet for the pet owner, breeder and exhibitor. $1.50 from Mrs. Barbara S. Fournier, Bethway Kennels, Route 3, Box 95G, Santa Fe, NM 87501.


Woof, the Half-Pint Bear Chaser. Story of a "Jones" who chased grizzlies. Privately reprinted, $2.50. Send to Mrs. Philip Hewes, 345 Waterville Road, Avon, CT. 06001.

The following publications are available from Alvin W. McGee, Club Treasurer, Woodsville-Marshalls Corner Road, Hopewell, NJ 08525. Checks should be made to the order of the Norwich Terrier Club.

A.K.C.-approved Standard of Perfection. Illustrated flyover of the Club. 5 for $1.00.

Norwich Terrier Pedigree Book. 1974, $5.50. 140 photographs.

Norwich Terriers U.S.A. By Constance Stuart Larrabee and Joan Redmond Read. $10.00 Limited edition.

Material in this book has been reproduced as accurately as possible from information provided by the contributors. We will not assume responsibility for any further inadvertency.

The Editors
CH. HIGH RISING HARDY PERENNIAL - 1953
Ch. Farndon Romeo x Ch. Quartzhill Primula (a Ch. Wyndale Napoleon grand-daughter) bred and owned by High Rising Kennels.

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE - 1951
Ch. Wyndale Napoleon x Ch. Upland Spring Honey Dun bred and owned by Mrs. Howe Low.